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I will continue to print all letters unedited, provided they are wholesome family entertainment
and signed, but please keep the personal attacks
and irrelevant material to a minimum. If you
want the magazine to be good then please send
in lots of articles, drawings and photos and if
you want it on time make sure to observe the
10th. of the previous month deadline for contributions. The rest is up to the printers, Posties
and (much as I hate to admit it), me! If anything you send in doesn't appear in print immediately, don't mutter obscenities under your breath
I'll put it in eventually, as long as it's not complete and utter rubbish.
It seems the two hot issues at the moment are
whether or not to include Trikes in the H.G.F.A.
(I don't think we should), and the new ratings
system. In this issue Chris South has written an
article which will hopefully make it clear to all
you conservative bastards what a good idea this
new system is.
It's patently obvious that
virtually no one understands it by the almost
unanimous opposition expressed in the ' last few
months.

BailOut
by --1 . Avila and

s.

:r.jann •••••••••••••••••••

Small, Dermot t-Ieaney, F orrest Park ,

The "Letters to the Editor" section in this issue
is a bit mixed, as Chris felt the need to reply
to some of the more personal letters directed at
him, but what did you expect with change in
editors. If you want to write and abuse or congratulate Chris in the future his address is in
the last 12 or so issues of SKYSAILOR. Anyway
that's it for this waste of space. If next months
issue has a new editor you'll know it's because
I've cracked under the enormous strain of this
odious task!

Geoff Hartin, ,T ohn Foley, Chris Hunter

Fun flying.

•
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From The National Safety Director
I'll bet you all thought you'd got rid of me.
Well, although I am no longer editor, the recent
Convention decided that I should do a quick hatchange, and re-emerge as Safety Director. Sorry
about this, but it looks like you're going to have
to put up with me for a while yet.

On heading for landing, pilot lost
height and attempted a tree landing ISO metres short of landing
area. Glider collided with 3 tree
and subsequently spun to the
ground.
Pilot
Injuries:

Accident Reporting:
I do quite a lot of flying at quite a few different sites, and I suppose a consequence of this is
that I see more than my fair share of accidents.
What amazes me though, is that the total number of accident reports received by us, is a great
deal smaller than the number of accidents I witness personally. Obviously there is a reason for
this anomaly, although I cannot see what it
could be. I'm not going to pretend that I have
any magic solution to the problem. Every Safety
Director, for as long as I can remember, has
made the same appeal: "If you have an accident
pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeze
report it".
You haven't done it for them, and
I don't see why you should change your mind and
do it for me.
So don't do it for me........ DO IT FOR YOURSEL YES AND FOR YOUR BROTHERS IN FLIGHT!
Every time you make a mistake you learn something new.
If you survivie that mistake, you
have received a very cheap lesson. And every
mistake you make is a mistake nobody need
make again.

Pilot's
Comments:

(iI)
Pilot

Pipers Lookout (Near Townsville)
Site Rating: Nil
Height : SOO ft. A.G.L. Inland

Glider

Make : Probe II
Damage: Broken Downtube

Conditions:

10 knt. E.-N.E. Some ridge lift
and small rough thermals.

Description
of Events:

Pilot launched into good ridge
lift and managed to maintain altitude for 20 minutes in turbulent
conditions.

Rating P.R.S
Experience : 10 years.

Glider

Magic III
Damage: extensive

Conditions:

20 knts. with strong gust component.

Description
of Events:

The accident victim was flying
with another pilot 30 kms. from
launch.
Both got too low and
attempted to
penetrate
away
from the wooded ridge they were
flying, and into the nearest landing paddock. Both dropped short
one managing a landing on a
tight spur, and the accident victim
overshot
the
spur
and
attempted to clear a row of
trees.
Collided with trees and
fell twenty five feet to the
ground.

Pilot Injuries:

Bruised bum and back.
shock.

(I)

Site

"Skill level not high enough, complacent, over confident. P.R.3
syndrome.
Hadn't been getting
enough air time last few years".

Cooplacurripa (near Taree)
Site Rating P.R.4 (inland)

Accident Reports:
Rating: P.R.3
Experience: 10 years

dislocated should-

Site

The fact that people are repeating the same old
mistakes over and over again is amply demonstrated by the two accident reports I have so far
received.

Pilot

Dislocated hip,
er.

Delayed

I think it's fairly obvious that both pilots fell into the trap of ignoring the First Law of Cross
Country Flying, i.e. "Fly from landing area to
landing area, and always allow yourself more
height than you think you need".
Sometimes,
obeying this law can result in your missing out
on some spectacular distances, and even losing
a position or two in a competition. But compared to the consequences of disobeying it, which
In these cases were incredibly minor, it is wise
to err on the side of caution. Had the worst
happened, in either case, you can imagine the
headlines:
SKYSAILOR Page S

"LOST PILOT'S THREE WEEKS IN TREE
AFTER DEATH PLUNGE INTO FOREST!"

(3)

The use of trikes for instruction and towing
offers significant advantages for hang gliding.

(4)

If we don't incorporate trikes, we can't control them, and can't therefore, avoid any
adverse publicity caused by problems with
uncontrolled trike flying.

or, even worse "POLICE TO PROBE SKELETON-IN-TREE
MYSTERY".
I hope I've made my point: Make sure you can
always make it to . a safe landing field, and if
you are going cross-country, LET SOMEBODY
KNOW WHERE YOU PLAN TO GO!

Against:
(1)

Trikes are motorised, and therfore are not
hang gliders,

(2)

They are more noisy and disruptive than
hang gliders, and more likely to be unpopular with the public.

(3)

If trikes are allowed in, we may be overwhelmed by "petrol-heads" who have little
or no regard for hang gliding.

The New Rating System:
Although progress was slower at the Convention
than we would have hoped, I am pleased to report that it wasn't a complete waste of time ....
not quite.
We didn't manage to finalise the
details of the new system, but we did, at least,
manage to reach some agreement on a few essential matters, I.e.
the need for the change,
the basic structure of the new system,
and a timetable for its development.
In late September, I will be meeting with representatives of the seven State Associations, to discuss their members' suggestions and reactions to
the scheme, and to develop a complete draft.
In the meantime, details of the new proposal will
be given as much publicity as possible to ensure
that all members get a good chance to understand
the
proposals
before
they comment.
Details of the proposed structure, as agreed on
at the "workshop" meeting during the Convention,
can be found in this issue.

So there you have it. If you have something to
add to the debate, please let your State executive know now, because I am personally sick and
tired of seeing H.G.F.A. waste money on Conventions where none of the State reps. seem to have
a clue what to do. They're supposed to be representing your views and ideas, so LET THEM
KNOW WHAT YOU WANT!
God! This is starting to look like an editor's
note!
I promise not to write so much next
month. (If you all promise not to crash in the
meantime).

Please read these details carefully. Your comments are invited, and you should send copies to
(1)

your State executive - so that they can represent you at the September meeting, and

(iI)

to SKYSAILOR, so that all may read them.

HGfff r.iEUJS
By Martyn Yeomans (President)

Trikes
This is another issue on which we are asking for
member feedback. So far, we have received representation , in favour of the incorporation of
trikes in the H.G.F.A. We here also had quite
a few negative comments.
The arguments we have received so far are summarised below:For:
(1)

Trikes, being hang glider wings, and using
weight shift for control, have more in common with hang gliders than with "threeaxis" ultralights.

(2)

Trikes are identified with hang gliders in
the minds of the public whether we like it
or not.
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1.

May Convention:
Since the Minutes of the Convention will be
published in full in this or subsequent
issues, I won't go into any great detail.
However, I would like to point out to members generally, that their respective delegates put in a lot of hard work on their
behalf over a period of two and a half days
and that, together with the "normal" weekto-week matters that have to be dealt with
by all State Commitees, this represents a
major effort on behalf of all hang glider
pilots.
Although there
may sometimes
appear to be no immediate or tangible
benefits
from
having
Conventions
(and
indeed Committees), I can assure all pilots
that it is not just a bureaucratic exercise
in paper-shuffling, and that our sport would
be nowhere near what it is today, without
the dedications of "the few".
Members

should show their support for, and appreciation of these guys, by going to State Association or club meetings, sending in suggestions and generally being aware of what is
going on.

2.

2. Records:
(a)

Woman's "Gain of Height" - Australian.
Congratulations to Val Wallington for her
new record gain of 2,805 m. (9,200 ft.)
while competing at the "Flatlands" compo
at Parkes on 4th. January, 1986. This
compares with her previous Australian
record of 1,789 m. (5,870 ft.) on 4th.
January, 1985, and the current World
Record of 3,291 m. (10,790 ft.) held by
P. Pfeiffer of U.S.A.

(b)

"Distance around a triangular course" Australian and World. The paperwork is
still flying (although I believe the Australian section is O.K.) on my claim for
a new record in this section. Another
"Flatlands" effort during competition on
29th. Dec. '85.
The course measured
80.84 km. and compared with the existing records held by me of 18.45 km.

(c)

"Speed around a 25 km. Triangle" - Australian and World. I have also submitted
a claim for records in this category for
a flight I completd at Parkes on 16th.
Feb. '86. Speed was 15.60 km/hr. over
the 26.4 km. triangle.

(d)

"Nominated Goal" - Australian. I have
received verbal notification of a claim
by Steve Blenkinsop for 156 km. completed during a contest in S.A. I am
still awaing the paperwork on this one.

Reminders:
First, another reminder to members sending
in rating forms - DO NOT send in your
membership card with the rating forms;
simply send in the form and you'll get back
a helmet sticker and a rating sticker for
Second;
all accident reports
your card.
are to be sent to the State Association, not
to H.G.F.A. The State Safety Co-ordinator .
is better placed to investigate the accident
(If necessary) and he will send a copy to
the National Safety Director to form part
of the overall review of statistics. Also,
far too many accidents are still not being
reported. It is of benefit to all members
if all accidents involving injury or unusual
circumstances are reported.

By Denis Cummings
F.A.I. Co-ordinator
1. World Championships - 1988

These will beheld at Mt. Buffalo, Australia
from 22nd. Jan. to 13th. Feb. 1988.
The
championships will be organised by Mt. Buffalo 1988 Pty. Ltd., a Company wholly owned
by H.G.F.A. Negotiations are under way for
sponsorship of the event by a major Australian Company, and this should fulfill H.G.F.A. 's
policy of conducting the event without requiring H.G.F.A. funds. Some Australian Govt./
Bi-Centennial money is expected to also be
available.

3. Delta Badges:
No recent claims have been raised for flights
contributing to Delta Silver or Delta Gold
If you have a claim (note: baroawards.
graphs ARE required), please send them to me.
Safe Circles.

As some 150/180 pilots are expected to enter,
it has been necessary to investigate additional
launch sites at Mt. Buffalo and adjacent
areas.
The Forrestry, National Parks and
local landowners have been approached with
success, and the sites should be available for
a "trial run" at the 1987 Nationals.
This
event should draw about 120 pilots (60 Australians, 60 from Overseas), and will be held
24th. Jan. 1987 to 6th. Feb. 1987, using the
sites, scoring system and organisation as proposed for the World Championships.
The "Local Rules" - rules for the conduct of
the Championships - are being prepared by
Paul Mollison and the Competition Committee. These will be presented to CIVL (the
F.A.I. 's hang gliding committee), at tneir
meeting
in
HUNGARY, . July
1986,
for
approval.

Shane College

being thrown away
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AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
I have examined the Balance Sheet of the Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia as at 30 June, 1985 and ihe
Statement of Income and Expenditure for the period of
six months (6) ended on that date.
I have been unable to determine the amount of Membership
Fees in advance or arrears as at 30 June, 1985.
Subject to the foregoing, in my opinion the attached
Balance Sheet and Statement of Income and Expenditure
present a true and fair view of the cash transactions
of the Federation for the period then ended and is in
accordance with the books of the Federation and the
information furnished to me.

THE HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE, 1985.
30 June '85
$

31 Dec. '84
$

49 951

16 767

Excess of Income over
Expenditure for period

18 391

33 184

Accumulated Funds at 30 June, 1985

$68 342

$49 951

Members Funds
Accumulated Funds - 1st Jan.
Add:

'85

Represented By:
Current Assets
Cash at Bank
Cash on Deposit
Sundry Debtors
Imprest Bank Account
Prepaid Expenses

54 338
41 008

15
24
1
6

593
4 250
100 189

298
802
539
160

47 799

Less Current Liabilities
Trade Creditors
1 450
Air Tickets Trust Fund 33 906

1 712

35 356
64 833
Fixed Assets
Equipment at Cost
Less:
Provision for
Depreciation

NET ASSETS
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4 264

4 264

( 755)

(400)
3 509

3 864

$68 342

$49 951

THE HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
INCOME & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE PERIOD 1st JANUARY 1985 to 30 JUNE 1985
6 months
30.06.85
$

12 months
31.12.84
S

Income
Subscriptions
Commonwealth Grants
Interest Received
Sale of Instruction Manuals
Sundry Income
Skysai10r Advertising
TOTAL INCOME

47 695
25 000
1 735
Nil
1 210
2 973

72 955
16 000
2 396
Nil
1 543
2 579

$78 613

$95 473

Less Expenses
World Compo Expenses
8
Ambulance & First
Aid Scheme
Audit & Account Fees
Bank Charges
Commonwealth Grant
Expenditure
10
Convention Expenditure
Depreciation
4
Insurance
Instructors Seminar
1
and Certification
Membership Lists
National Competition
Expenses
2
Printing - rating cards
and manuals
Secretarial, postage,
telephone etc.
3
Skysailor - printing
and distribution
12
Subscriptions - Aero
Club & F.A.S.
Administrative
Expenses
3
National Safety
Seminar
State Fees
9
Of~ice Rental and
Travel Grant
1

059

Nil

167
535
170

580
600
137

000

6 000

822
355
250

2 514
371
8 700

377
37

958
3 128

450

3 241

Nil

1 800

656

5 194

708

17 492

75

609

649

3 000

581
581

Nil
7 215

750

750
60 222

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

62 289

$18 391

======

{//
1(_,
(
1
~
,
___~~ __l~ ______
~ __ __
Kevin O'Dea
Chartered Accountant
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1987 - Flatlands Challenge:
"Australia's most exciting X-C Competition"
Dates:

Practice 20th - 29th. Dec. 1986
Comp 30th. Dec. 1986 to 9th. jan. 1987
Lay day - 1st jan.
Spare Day - 10th. jan.

for a spot. For example, If N.S.W. gets say, 30
places and Tasmania get 4, but only sends two
pilots, the first spare place will go to the first
N.S.W. reserve and the next to the first (say)
Victorian reserve, and so on. In any event, the
field will be finalised by December, 15th. 1986.
This means that all States must notify H.G.F.A
of their team plus reserves by November 30th.
1986. Also, Intending foreign pilots must finalise
and receive confirmation of acceptance of their
entry by November 30th. All entry fees must
also be paid by December, 31st, 1986.
All
States will be advised of their team size by
30th. September, 1986. The likely entry fee for
the "Masters" will be $100.00. At the time of
writing, Craig Worth (1985 Nationals Meet Director), has nominated to run the "Masters". However, any other person wishing to apply for the
job Is quite welcome to do so.
Applications
must be received by August, 31st. 1986.
COMPETITION HEADQUARTERS

Venue:

"Silver Row" Tichborne
(Near Parkes) N.S.W.

Entry Fee:

To be advised.

Details:

Denis Cummings,
"Phoenix Park",
Dlghts Crossing,
SINGLETON. N.S.W. 2330
Tel: (065) 72 4747

1987 MT. BUFFALO WORLD MASTERS
Next year, the traditional "Cross Country Classic"
and the Nationals, will in effect, be combined Into
one big competition - the "Mt. Buffalo World
Masters". This competition will, to a large extent,
be a trial for the World Championships in 1988.
The dates for the "Masters" are :

The headquarters for the "Masters" will be
Bright. Because this event will be a bigger than
anything previously held in Australia, It will be
run on a more professional basis. Therefore we
need ready access to the facilities which Bright
can offer. E.g. secretarial services, street front
"drop-In" centre/informatlon office, pilot's briefing/scoring room, post office, photo processing
services, etc. A map of the town and an accom modation guide Is Included In this issue. Tentative
bookings should be made ~ - due to the fact
that the Australia Day long weekend Is a very
popular time for tourists to visit Bright.
Pilots and visitors may, of course, still stay in
Porepunkah.
More specific details as to competition rules,
tasks, etc. will appear In forthcoming issues.

11 fA. c/=."
Saturday, january, 24th. and,
Sunday, january, 25th. }- Registration
) and practice
Monday, january 26th. to
Friday, February 6th. )

Comp'ns.
Day

Saturday, February 7th. )

Spare Day/

) Presentation

The projected field size is 120 which will include
at least 60 Australian pilots representing their
State teams. State team sizes will be apportioned as In the past.
i.e. based on numbers of
P.RA and P.R.5 pilots.
Selection of State
Teams is entirely In the hands of each State.
Pilots should note that there will be no qualifier
prior to the "Masters", and all Australian pilots
must be part of a State team. If some States
do not take up their full allocation of places, or
if less than 60 foreign pilots enter, the extra
places will be allocated to pre-nominated State
reserves, not to pilots who simply turn up hoping
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"It started with a wart on my
shoulde r"

FLATS -

HOUSES

Nome, Addre~ Prop.
Phone No

Units &
Weekly Tariff

Acacia lodge Holiday Flots. Bright
CN. BQ.
Wency& Trevor Toward (057) 551.141

85 Govan S1.

,a

from S'30-S280

Adina lodge Holiday flols. 'Bright
1 Ashwood Ave. EB. CN. BQ DR 9.
M & J Borre" (057) 551531

Fro m 5145-5315
incl Linen

All Seasons Flels., Bright
.2 \fJOOd 51 EB. eTV. BQ 00. LaunCr'1
PUO~1C lennlS court at reof
Terry & Julie Bonms (057) 55 1143
Alpine Cabins.. Bright
'·11 MounlboMen Avenue.

IfromS110

K & M Nelson (057) 55 1064

Our new editor shows us how to
ang l e park a han g g lider

I

Amaroa Flots. Bfighl
i3 Bakers Gully Rood, EB. eN, BQ
lerry&

From 5130·5280

"Bright View' House, Bright
6 Sior ROOd. TV. BQ.
J & 0 B'(Ines. MeiboUrne (OJ) 557 2545

FromS85

lR - licensed Restaurant
RF - Rive r Frontage
If 0 - Room Only
RR - Recreollon Room
SP - SwimmIng Pool
S - Hal Spa Or Sauna
TC - Tennis Court
TO - Tumble Dryer
TV - TelevisIon: Block & While

i!a~

and B/eokles!
~G - Bus GIOUOI colalsd lor
~~

- 6mbeQue
,YO-R - Bring Your Own RestaUlonl
:~ - Conference Room
::''N - Colour television
:. - Dining
')~ - Si(le( s Drying Room
:i! - tleC:'fIC Bloni(ab

I.

x 2-5
2 x~6

13 x .-6

2x5
1 x3
2:.< ...
.x5

128.1 Ho!.
House
1016

from S120-S25O

5 x5

Hom S160-S4oo
incl. linen

.4

Cos-Sok Flels.. t-lorr ietville

ABB~=VIATIONS

- nllconcillonlng

!3 -

12 x 3
6x6

COIowalho Holiday Flats. Sright

54-58 Delany Ave. f6. CN. BQ DR TO.
GA& 1-'0 Ryan (057) 551.1.

,~c

520-530 per night
par 06

Capaciry

~. lQn·( cf the abOve mentioned tlcls. etc. hove a special overnight and
...eei(end rate. orvj linen is available If needed. also laundry facUitles.

,a

N. BQ DR. $P. Rf. CR RR TC
Sauna Mixed
J & B Ccsrricum and J & M Bokkum

1 x 3-6

x 2·5

7 x4-7

(057) 59 253 1
Chestnut Tree Holiday Aats. Bright

1/0 Delcny Ave CN. Ea IlQ DR. Te. PIgmd. from S1.O-S240
John Wil:ioms. Melroutne (03) 3741233
ChUfchbrook Holiday Aats. Bright
1-3 Brool<s SI. CN. Ea BQ & Ploy Area
lyn and Peter Ellis (057) 55 1651

5160-5270

From 5100.5230

.x5
3x6

FSCUnits
1- 3
2-2

Cedar Flots, B,ight

Botcers Gully Rd ely. EB. BQ 00.
H & E Uischke (057) 551554

HOTELS -

MOTELS -

GUEST HOUSES

Nome, Addte~ Proprietors.
Phone No.

Alpine

Units &

IWOOklyTaON

M oteVHo l ~. Brighl

Motel trom 532

dble. S20 s;ngle

7·9 Anderson SI. SB. D. CN. Ea
CR. LR. BG. AC
(057) 55 1366

Holel from 524
dble. 515 single
58 elrtro person

Bogong View Molor Inn/Restaurant

From 530 single

Pot and Barry Ramsden

35-41 Delany Ave. Bright. BB. D. AC.

Copoc;1y

eTV.

From 5110 double

Ea CR RO. RR LR. BG. BQ DR.
S5 children
Telex 56941 (057) 551.22
S7 extra adult
B l. & P.l. Borthw;ck and G.R. & SA Nat;on

$P.

16 x3

7 Ilooms

From 554 double

19 Rex>ms

83·85 Delany Ave. Br;ghl. (057) 551197
sa D. RO. ClY. Ea BQ RR. $P. DR BG.
Sl<iHire.
Peler & Colol Dingle

D.B.S. Family and
Group Concessions

Dble. Twin
& Family
Groupsot

sa

45
Roles as per

DR. BG. laundry. Cor Wash. Room Service Homestead
Accom. Directory

John and fIAory Poulton

(057) 55 1633 Telex Cok.n 56 1 71
Elm lodge Holiday Molel Bright
2-<. Wood SI. D. lY. SP. Ba DR RR. E6.
s.Q. BG. laundry.
Mr. & Mr< Woyth (057) S5 1144

Ba

S32 Double

Btighl Avenue M(.1lor Inn
oi-89 Delany Ave 98. Ae. ClY. EB. R]l. DR. S30 s;ngle
&lan & Merle Dennis (057).551911
$40 double

Horrietville Alpine lodge. Harrietvll1e
Ensuite loes. BVOR. Ba D. CTV. CR. DR.
RR. BQ RF. eG. HSP & Spa

'andara Holiday Flat1, SlIght
. ClJrcoctlcn ."vG. Ea. TV. eQ.
I 3::0ht Tourist CGnlre (057) 551OQ3

from S110-S210

4 <5

, The log Cobin
Fina Court. Frooburgh. iV. E9. 8Q
DR ;'ot Beliy Siove

from S120-S24O

log Cobin
5 Guests

Ov9cs VelidY Travel (057) 52 2155
81~cn8s,

Bright

J2 "icr.vthom lane BQ. CTV. EB TD.
'.~o:-'{ ~
\~O'J~S

!.es Gront (057) 55 168q
Ta:ey. Melbourne (03) 592 8923

~nlynder lodge
! iyntyncsr lcne.
Ps:s Welcome

Hel~n Slc~crd

Ea eN.

SQ.

from S120

\'iew Hili Holldal Flots. Brlghl
ClY. BQ DR TO.
from 5130-S290
Dcr.ris & Clyde Howes (057) 55 1235 Inc!. Unen

:"-66 Delany AV9. Ea
~:a-"'9

18 Units
Obie. Twin

G 3<. M loo:l""''' MeIO. (03) 560 9710

Fomily&
Con. Suites

from S125-S23O

(057) 55 1313

'W'JVefloy AOIs, Srlght
3ul!er Court 6Q.
CTV.

Groups
From

6 x 2-6

The

32
24 Double
B Family

Bright Alps Guest House & 51d lodge

Colonial Inn Molel Brighl
54-58 Govan St. RO.
AC. CTV. SP. 8Q

from 5100-S320

:3.

'Nestwood Lodge, Srlghl
3 Need St. CiV, E9. BQ

::1& Enic"'Vest (C57)551J6,5

5 <5-6
2 <2-3
2 x4

from S110-S210

1 <5

from S 140-S240

2 x4-5

of.5
FcmilyUnils
ovoilable

10 Fom;1y

Group

Up 10

tcnffon

164

application

people
12 Units
Oble, Twin
& Family
Kllchen
Facilities

Jon &. Bob Wr;ghl (057) 59 2525
The John Brighl Molar Inn, Bllghl

53.3-$47 single

'0 Wood SI. RO_ Ba AC BQ ClY. DR. TO.

S40-S47 Double

EB. BG. laundry.

S7 extra person
5.5 child (under 12)

Public Tennis Court at Rear.
lerry & Julie: Barrass (057) 55 1143

53 cot
$6 Family SUlle

Pinewood Hotel/Motel Sistro, Bright
From 536 Double
76 Govan SI. BB. D. AC. RO, CTV. Ea BG. Waf Twin
Jon and led Bowman. Managers
From 526 Single
[)lsllO open 7 days. Uve entertainment
5S extra person
;elex 5/019 (057) 551277
S3 col

30 Units

Orienlal lodge
:{ !leland Streel

Guest
House &
Motel

Prices on
Clpphcarion

(057) 551074

Convenlton
focil. fOf
100 people

Rooms
Red Carpel Inn Motel Bright

73-75 Govan SI. RO. Ae. ClY. $P. Ea
BYOR BG.
A & J Peacock (057) 55 1255

from S30 S;ngle
from S40 Double
20 Tw;ns
58 extra person
4 fomity
S5 child (W12) S. col Un;!s

Rosedale Guest House, Bright

527 0 B8 per day.

117 Govan SI. Ba D. N. Ea DR BG. RO.
M & E Seoldigli (OS 7) 55 1059

per week

from S158

16 Units
Twin and
Family

The Super 2 -

1976
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CAMPING PARKS - CAMPS
CABINS & ON-SITE CARAVANS
$ites&
Nome, ,Address. Propl1etors
Phone No.

Tariff

AlpIne CabIns 6: Caravan Pork, aright
~..1cuntbotten Ave. RF.
K & M Nelson (057) 551064

flOm 55.50 per doy
non-pow'ered

O/SVons
Copacity

70 sites

From S7 pel' day
p:lvvered

OjSvonsfrom
58250 per week
G(gen Hills Caravan Pork, aright
Hcmetville Rd 8Q SP. RR OIl.

2 per. Extra from S1

Kiosk. Qogs allO'wed.

per day. Noo-power

C & C Gflek (057) 55 1218

trom $4.50 per dey
tOf 2 pe('3Q()s.

15 x 4-6

From $6 power for

80 sites
13 x 4·8

0/5 vans hem
514 per day.

HcrrleMUe CampIng Ground
Homelville. 8Q Rf. Elee. healen
Dryers and 'NOshing machine.

Childrens playground
Bcoklngs (057) 59 2523

56 nighlly power
535 pH tor 2 per>

Extras $2. 55 nonp:I\oO.I9r. 530 pH for 2

40
powered

sites

Extras 51.50. 0/5
van 516.20 pr\

Extras 53.
RIverside Holiday Park. Bright
Toorol< Ave. BQ RF.

Rob and Shoaron Moore
(057)551118
Shire of !fIght Com ping Pane. 8r1ght
Ott Delony Ave. 8Q R'. Dogs oUONed
except Xmas and Easter.
S Southgate. Monager
(057) 551'"

fIOm 56.50 noo-pow
flam 57.50 power
O/S vans (4x6 berth)
hom 516 nightly

f:I.J sites
3x6
berth

5550 noo-powered
per day. 2 petS.
535 weekly power
56.50 per day
Extras Child 8Qc
Adults 51.50

500 sites
280
powered

Whip Mountain, Bowraville N.S.W.
"Pub Wi th No Beer" festival ,1986

O/S Vans available
Pine Valley Caravan Park, aright
O'lurchill Ave.
Gory and Morg Rtrldge
(057) 55 1010

ffom 55 per day
non-powered
ffom 56 per day
powered 0/5 vans
hom 515 per day

120 sites
10 x 4-6

Bright Accommodation & Travel
Central Booking Agency

POREPUNKAH

1 ANDERSON STREET. BRIGHTVlC 3741
TelelC M 56907 BAT Phone (057) 551944

E.1. DICKENS .ESI Estate Agents
5 Bornord Street, Bright
Accommodotlon - Houses - Units
Rhone (057) 55 1307
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Recommenqed

campjn~/~aravan

s ites are:

MT.BUFFALQ CARAVAN PARK(Len Horsman) 057-562235
POREPUNKAH CARAVAN PARK
057-562380
RIVERVIEW CARAVAN PARK
057-562290

x-~ LEfl~lJE
lJP[)flTE
as at
PILOT

310.4D[
1000
ILEIIJCIIlSOP Stm 153.46[
1000
IARION Til
153.46c
1000
73.3T.
HUlIARD 611Y
872
8UTt
CIIIIIIIIIGS le"i s
1000
BIlIERT Dennis
72.2T.
859
KELLY Paal
88.26c
574
IlllllTER Chris
73.4T.
873
1O.06c
TIIlLOCH 6eoff
521
60.511
PETRIE lilYi.
720
ClElAMI Pill
163.0lc

The infamous "Death Ramp" off
the back of Mt . S addleback

Coach House Holiday Acts. Bright
100- 102 Gavan 51. N . BG. BQ Ril.
BVO-il. D. DR.
Jock & Dianne And"" (05 7) 55 1475
Delany Lodge Holiday Flots, Brig ht
9O-9A Delany Ave. EB. CN. BQ

from Sl00-S2OO
Group tonH on
application

17 x

f<om S120-S280

4 x a-50

Carports. Playground.

'-0

ian & Glenys Ellen (057) 55 1900

Ellenvole Aots- Bright
68 Delany Ave. Ea CN. BQ TC. TO. Cpo<! From S120-S250
M & G Ellen (057) 55 1582

8 x4·5

Folb View lodge Holiday Rat, Por9p<JnkDh

MI. Buffalo Rd & Syke, Ln. EB. BQ DR. CN. f<om S150-S230

5x4-6

Pol & A1ian Bird (05 7) 56 2485
Melbourne N H (OJ) 338 1697

foresllodge Holiday Cholet, Bright
34 Coronalion Ave. CN. 51' &
BQ

'hTC. aB. TO.

s.

from $120-5320

All 6. Deb Giesen- (057) 55 1583
Goldfields Flots, Sright
55 Govon 51. EB. CN. BQ RF. TO.
K 6. C Harrison (057) 551305
)(ornu Villoge, Bright
Bock Porepunkoh Rd. TC. EB, CN, BQ
DR, 51', RR. CR.
E 6. P Cox (057) 55 1261

2 x &.8

5x5

If<om 5180-5355

2x4
6x6

Kim!)o Flots, Brigh t
22-28 Coronalian Ave, DR, BQ Ea CN, TO From 511 5·S305
M & l McGilli,<oy (057) 55 1535
incl. linen
MaunlboHen Holiday Cottoges, Srighl
54-56 MountbaNen Ave. Ea CN. BQ
Corport,

4 x 2·5
3 x 2-6

From $140-S3OO
;oel.linen

fromS140

3x5
?>':6

.: x.1

"
~,ver"de Hol,day Por~ Brighl

/"",e~

(

4-10 T<X>rok Ave fB. BQ RF
ROb & Shooron Moore (057) 55 1118

From S130-5195
520 nightly

5x6

51 Deiany Ave EB. BQ C;;;' "
~N & 0 Scull (057) 55 1071

From $100-S22O

3 x5

""'"

h
Rc

S6S On- Site Von

Sierra Holiday Aols. Brighl
26 Toorok Ave, BQ CN. Ea Cots
A& 0 Re;d (057) 551 808

From $120-S230

Snowslreom l Odge. Bright
8 Showers Ave. Ea CN, BQ Rf. Ccrport,
M & l Connolly (057) 55 1087

f<om S9S-51 B5

3x5

Suter Aots., Sright
Bok"" Gully Rd. Ea N, SQ.
Blighl l o uds! Centle (057) 55 1093

f(om 5100-5190

~

13x4 ·6

xS

1I.lk
6c

FIt 4

FIt 5

FIt 2

Flt3

5!.6Rc
1000
133.3Gr
868
264.4k
851
119.66t

73.3h 119.66c 109.16c
711
779
872
93.46c 163.51t 160.3Dt
516
608
526
246.01c 66.8Gc 63.76t
415
792
435
109.16t 80.0k 43.6RII
500
711
521
80.06c 139.6Ic 10!.7.c
327
449
521
80.0Ge 58.0k 114.9k
370
521
378
160.Uc 40.0h 133.3Dt
429
518
508
108.0lt 86.4Ic 39.26c
347
278
255
57 • • 89.nc 74.5k
240
376
289
57 ••
376
59.Z6c 86.3k
278
385
91.De 84.3k
293
271
51.9k 45.6k
146
167
40.66c 5O.1k 33.9k
161
109
264
83. De
261
62.lk 49.5k
159
ZOO
78.8k
253
62.5It

779

109.lk
711
81.36c
529
87.6Gt
571

58.3Ge
380
122.lk
393
10UGe
678
135.lk
5Z5
435
5!.411 125.2k
"OlLISOII 'all
403
611
SANIlER Step.el 101• • 135.8k
709
437
109.3k 45.06c
IAV IES Robert
293
352
146.2Ic 113.4k
FI101 Bary
471
365
I(AIIIAS &eor9f
58.36c 95.4k
307
380
IRAHAIl Chris
110.3k 9Uk
309
355
TIICICER Sutt
IZI.Zk 93.3k
390
300
38.OIc 34.9k
SRI TH 6r.g
736
112
127.3k 34.4k
410
110
~.Ik
7O.lk
LEE lIaylt
228
241
HIL L Kel
80. Ole
521
156.7k
IIIITT Ryles
. 504
IIIIIPIIIES AI.'" 115.3k 28.3k
371
91
~.Ik
25.5k
JEllSElIl(el
241
82
46.2k 34.6k
IAV IE 611'Y
III
141
39.Z6c
HAYlIIII Iryal
255
11.51c l8.0k
!lACLEAIIIu
59
57
RAIISE1' Steve
36.0k
115
ey

""gol

Fltl

11105/86

201

34.4k
110
47.3Ic

1I.11e
76

152

TOTAL
4363
3520
3494
3384
3010
2659
2602
2135
1821
1775
1624
1580
1460
1180
1104
1046
918
892

848
708
622

521
504

46Z
22.7k
73
l8.0k
57

397
318
255

IUk
38

156
115

opel .Istllct
11.1
IDliutd goal
1I1tDlpletd trlllgle
cOlplete. lilt al. retlln

Ilstllce

Thalks to Uose hlllest ptoplt (u. thllU .ith hOlest utes)
who brought a "lIliler of dlstrel'ilcies til the sconrs attutiol.
These have beu rectifid II th15 IIIMate. ReHlber that fllgllts
util tht '". of Jill' ~ulify for ntry. Eltriu clllse 01 tht
;It h July 1986.
i
:

Sn • to: PIlII "ollisOI, 8 Irll•• Str"t, AIARSTOIIII •••S.II. -2289 .
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Torn
By Bruce Barcham
wind the rope onto the winch
drum.

" \~'her e'

s

the ste ering wh ee l?

Tow launching hang gliders for
me began about 3 years ago
when a friend and I decided
there has to be a way to tow
modern hang gliders without
the dangers that people speak
of in rela~lon to boat towing.
We tried several systems which
failed dismally and were desperately searching for an answer when the bridle system
we now use was written up In
Hang Gliding.
We built our system which
proved successful
and
have
been towing ever since.
We
did find a few faults with car
towing and have come up with
a few answers.
The best answer we could find
was to ' stop using a car for
towing.
We found the car
took too long to accelerate
and slow down, used a lot of
fuel, needed a long, smooth
strip to tow on and an observer to watch the glider and inform the driver if the pilot
had any difficulties. The problem of unreliable string weak
links is another which I have
found a successful solution to.
We had heard of people using
winches to tow hang gliders in
Europe to heights In excess of
4,000 ft.
and thought that
there might be an answer to
our problems.
The winch is

II

held stationary at the upwind
end of a paddock a line is laid
out to the glider and hauled in
at the same tension as you
give for a car tow.
Knowing nothing about winches,
we visited various sailplane
centres and spoke to many
people who know about winchIng.
We pieced together all
the information and decided on
a design which was as simple
Any
as we could make it.
complexity cause problems according to other people's experience.
With this In mind we
built a winch which has now
been operating for 18 months
without any problems of note.
It took about 8 months to design and build this monster
though I look at It now and
wonder why. When it was finally finished we headed off to
the Rylstone air strip for our
first attempt of winch towing.
The first day began with doom
We found it was
and gloom.
impossible to wind the wire on
to the drum in the way I
The wire
thought we could.
had one full twist every metre
which caused unbelievable tangles to occur. Sitting and looking glub, the Idea of using the
old tow rope on the winch surfaced.
We sprang to action
taking only a few minutes to

I drove the winch to an upwind end of the strip and proceeded to get It ready while
the pilots all found excuses
why someone else should go
first.
Finally Peter Meredith
was given the dubious honour
of being first to hook his
bridle to the end of a winch
cable.
With shakey knees he
gave the "go, go, go" and left
the planet In what he later describes as a fantastic tow with
a strong take-off and unbelIevable climb rate. We made
many more tows that day and
all pilots commented on the
strong take-off (only a few
steps even . In zero wind), good
climb
rate,
and
apparently
smoother tow that the car,
operating at the same time,
could give.
That night our resident engineer, Peter Gray, worked out a
way to get the wire onto the
drum without the tangles. We
worked late Into the cold
frosty night to get 3 km. of
wire onto the drum ready for
the next day.
On day 2 we used a strip 1.3
km. long and were consistently
towing around 200 ft. higher
than the car.
The day was
perfect with 5-8 m.p.h. wind
and all was going so well that
when Gary Morgan asked about
step towing, (glider flies back
to take off with line still attached and tows
agains),
I
agreed to give It a go, though
we didn't tow to 4,000 ft. the possibility of doing so was
demonstrated.
The towing that weekend was
a great success, as have been
all towing trips since then, using the winch.
The almost
laughable
simplicity
of
the
machine Is the key to this as
there is almost nothing to go
wrong (touch wood). There Is
nothing quite as frustrating as
sitting around in a paddock
watching dust devils snake Ul>-

-------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------
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fumble
with
ward as
you
broken parts of your· towing
equipment.
There is also nothing quite as
frustrating as fiddling around
tying new bits of string for
your weak link, only to have
it break again at some ridiculOnce we
ously low tension.
had a weak link fail to break
at 240 lbs. on one tow, then
on the next one it broke at
120 lbs., the ultimate in unreliabillty.
To me it was obvious that
something more reliable was
needed for such an important
piece of towing equipment. It
had to be light and as fail-safe
as a· piece of string. I worked
on several ideas and settled on
shearing a pin, so it would
break at 180 lbs. The device
I'm using now is the size of a
biro and about 2 cm. long,
made of hardened tool steel
and shears a mild steel pin.
It breaks at 180 lbs. + 5% and
during bench testing I could
not make a pin break outside
this tolerance.
It has worked
faultlessly for over 18 months.
With a weak link that doesn't
get weaker as you tow we
have oftened towed all day
without breaking even one link.
This saves a lot of time and
it's nice to know that when
you're towing, unless you're
unlucky, you wont have a weak
link break, especially close to
the ground.
The sheer pin
weak link is available through
the Free Flight School of Hang
Gliding.
Driving the winch was interesting at first. The motor cycle
type controls are easy to work
but the amount of control the
dri ver has over the tow is
amazing. If the glider hits a
gust the winch slows down by
itself, something like driving
a car up a hill without putting
your feet down, it just slows
down.
Also since the driver
and observer are one, if a
reaction · is needed the results
are immediate.
Without the
mass of a car to slow down
and speed up, the winch can
easily provide a tow which is
constantly at the lock out, the
driver has only to back off the
tension until the glider is pointing the right way again, then
reapply the tension to continue

the tow - better than breaking
a weak link.
The advantages of winch towNot the
ing are numerous.
least of which is that you can
tow across rough ground, even
gullys can no longer stop us.
On a given strip in zero wind
we get slightly less height than
a car, but in 5 m.p.h. we get
more height and a whole day
of towing uses about 10 litres
of fuel, including running a
bike to return the line. Towing is far safer with the driver
lobserver being one person. I
was driving once when a pilot
gave the "go, go, go". As he
called a gust hit him, causing
a wing to drop. He wondered
why I didn't tow him and he
was relieved I had seen his
wing drop as it may have become a nasty incident.
A radio to give the emergency
stop call is no longer needed
as the driver can see when he
has to stop and can do so in
an instant.
Though many of the problems
we encountered in the early
stages of towing have been

." REMEMBEr<..

overcome, the best is yet to
come for ground based towing.
I have completed plans for a
hydraulic winch which will use
hydraulics to control the tow
tension.
It
will have two
drums for a faster turn around
and the driver will only have
to push a few butons and twist
the throttle grip. The hydraulics will provide a constant tension on the line regardless of
the speed at which it is being
hauled in at. I hope this will
be in operation by Christmas
this year.
In the future, I feel we will see
more winches operating at regular venues providing towing
for both beginners and experienced pilots as they do at
present in Europe.
Mine is
operating
at a place
now
called liford, north of Lithgow
where the thermals are plentiaccommodation
or
ful
and
camping can be had at very
reasonable
rates.
You can
even get picked up if you go
for a cross country flight. See
you there sometime.

YOLJI'<

HANC C.HEO<.'!"

'Jl\lol

~~ll!.
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La-wrence Hargreave
International 1986 .
Written by Alan Tolley (I think)
to Carl Braden, who blitzed
the day but ended up with
three
art
nouveau
abstract
photos instead of the required
turn point photos.
All this
was an excellent start to the
competition, and prelude to a
night of food, drink and hang
gliding stories
courtesy of
our congenial host, Keiran Tapsell.
Highlight of the night
was
a watermelon throwing
spasm that earned one well
known Stanwell pilot a slap in
the face .
Day Two - Sunday, 26th. jan.
I must apologise for this report
being so late. I can only attribute it to a severe case of
slackness. It's a good job the
competition
organisers
were
more on .the ball than the
reporter.
Anyway, better late
than never.
"The Lawrence Hargreave International",
the title conjures
images of tense, nerve wracking, head to head combat in
the sky - quite the contrary,
the Laurie Hargreave turned
out to be the friendly competition and one of the most
enjoyable weeks of hang gliding I have ever had.
Here's how Day One - Sat. 25th. jan.
A glorious Stanwell day with
light easterly winds seemed to
be a good omen for the competition.
Our able competition
director, Ian jarmen, decided
to call an easy task for the
first day, with a malevolent
grin, he announced a quick
jaunt to Macquarie Pass and
return to Stanwell. This task
was a mere 120 kilometres.
Several pilots completed the
task, with most pilots making
a very serious attempt at aviation and managed to make good
distances.
Turkey award goes
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Day called off due to the rain.
Not much disappointment was
apparent in the blood-shot eyes
of those contestants that managed to drag themselves to the
pilot briefing.
Day Three - Monday, 27th. jan.
Off to Mount Keira today.
The task;
a race to Dapto
after crossing a short gate and
rounding two pylons, was a
short one but the low cloud
base and cool overcast conditions made it a difficult
task. You could say this task
was going to the dogs!!
A
large proportion of the pilots
made the finish line with some
recording
very
fast
time.
Steve Moyes showed his usual
style with a blowless demonstration on "how to land in a
tree just after take off".
Day Four - Tues. 28th. jan.
Flying was at Stanwell Park
today, with an early task called to allow us to get in a second round for the day.
The
first task was a valley pylon
race, with every pilot completing the task, speed was of
prime importance.
The second task was to
for janso a permanent
in . the memory of more
half of the field.
The

earn
place
than
task

- Stanwell to Governor Game
Lookout to Brokers Nose and
return
to
Stanwell
Park.
Ideal racing conditions saw the
field launch in record time and
racing "bar to the knees" to
the first turnpoint was the
name of the game, when at
the most inopportune time a
large squall moved in and
forced our half of the field to
make emergency landings in
some very remote and isolated
beaches. The walk-out of Burring Palms is not a short one,
maybe it's not surprising that
no one commented on how
lovely the bush walk was.
Even Lord john Pendry seemed
to lose his smile.
Day Five - Wed. 29th. jan.
No flying today, great!! Most
pilots, including yours truly,
needed the day to recover
from a long climb with gliders
and gear. An impromptu surfin provided lots of laughs as
some
of
our
international
friends tried out the Aussie
surf on a borrowed Malibu.
Day Six - Thurs. 30th. jan.
Off again,
unkind.

Huey

is

being

Day Seven - Friday, 31st. jan.
After
much
Humming"
and
"aahhing" it was decided that
a two lap pylon race in the
valley
was
appropriate.
Appropriate to what - I don't
know.
Despite strong blustery
conditions, everyone launched
safely and completed the task.

Competition was hot and furious, as indicated by some very
fast times and huge amounts
of sand raining from the sky.
Lethargy and apathy prevented
a second round being run.
Day Eight - Sat. 1st. Feb.
Last day of the compo
the
wind has done a miraculous
about face. From raging southeast yesterday to a light N.E.
"Off to Mount Keira,
today.
boys", was the cry that started
the convoy on its way south
for the · last time in this competition.
The task - a race from Mount
Keira to Stanwell. Strengthening wind from the N.E. made
the t'ask look more and more
dubious.
No one made the
task, but all pilots had a
damned good go at it. No top
landings were attempted today,
and Mount Keira' Koali population slept through the whole
thing.
The presentations were held in
the community hall at Stanwell
with John Pendry showing monotonous regularity by accepting
the winner's trophy. Rick Duncan recovered from a bad
short to take out a well deserved 2nd. place. Danny Scott
got the photos right, flew well
and accepted the 3rd place
trophy. That over - it was off
to a night of drink, drugs and
debauchery to celebrate that
time
honoured
ritual,
"the
bucks night". The send off for
Steve Moyes saw twenty seven
hang pilots climbing into the
well known Red Truck and
heading off to swinging Wollongong. Sunrise saw the same Red
- FI00 returning much more
slowly to deposit only about
half of its cargo, back at Stanwell Park.
Where were the
others? well, there lies a whole
new story.
Thanks must go to :- Keiran
Tapsell, for organising a fine
competition,
Ian Jarman for
taking on the unenviable task
of competition director, Clive
the
Gilmour,
for
providing
mouth watering steaks.
That
perennial
competition
work-horse, Paul Mollison and
his wonder computer, handled
the scoring.
Ron Christaans

A ga g gle of South Aussie's at Darn Hill

ALIGHTING
Ah, the inevitability of it all.
Taking Off, Mar. '84, Soaring,
Dec. '85, and now one about
landing.
Of course, you realize I keep bombarding your
height numbed mind with these
and other literary triumphs of
bringing black and white together on the same page, because
SKYSAILOR Is almost exclusively filled with squabbling, bitchIng and compo news.
Boring!
So if you, yeah you, don't arc
up your pen, or typewriter
soon, and submit something to
OUR magazine, I'll get a word
processor and submit so much
crap that you'll swear the
pages of this magazine are
made of used dunny paper.
There, I told you it had bitching In it.
Landings are one of the two
real danger · parts of every
once again proved invaluable
with his unflagging devotion.
A general round of applause
should go to all the other
people who worked to put together
the
most
enjoyable
competition in Australia.
Oh!
And thanks to all the pilots.
Bye. See you all at the next
Laurie Hargreaves.

from the air.
By Mark Dennis
flight. Because, as with takeoff you're close to the ground.
COASTAL APPROACHES
Coastal and Inland use
same sort of techniques,
with a few added things for
laud, which I will tell
about later.

the
but
Inyou

. Let's
assume
you've
been
smokln up and down the ridge
for an hour or so In your
wlzzo wing, and decided it's
time to land. The first thing
to do is figure out which way
the
wind is coming
from.
Yeah, I know it's coming up
the face, but It's usually off
a bit. By far the best way to
determine wind direction while
airborne, is by sussing out the
wind lines on the water.
If
the wind on the water is
strong enough to make any
white caps you should be able
to see wind lines, or at least
see which way the wind chop
is coming from.
Incidentally,
wind lines are perfect for
estimating whether there is a
rotor coming from a particular
point, or which part of a bowl
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your lift.

should have the best lift. You
may also notice that one beat
is a bit faster than the other.
O.K. now, you should have an
idea of which direction you're
going to land along the beach.
(I'm not gonna insult your
intelligence by telling you it's
into the wind). While you're
still . soaring, do a couple of
dummy runs in your mind, high
Think
over the landing area.
about where and how you are
going to lose your height, and
take into account any areas of
expected
lift
from
primary
dunes which will extend your
final 'glide.
Some sites don't
have an endless beach so you'll
have to think about what to do
if you overshoot. The beach
may end in a point which is
causing a rotor at that end, so
you'll want to keep well away
from that. I think the reason
some people land in the water,
is because they overshoot their
intended spot, and haven't got
a contingency plan so they just
hang on and hope for the best.
The only real option you have
is to turn and do a cross tailwind landing, rather than the
normal cross head-wind one.
It's much better than chancing
a water landing and I'll tell
you later how to, hopefully,
get away with it.
To lose height you have to fly
out of the lift, not just drop
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out of prone, and expect to
come down. Horizontal air is
what you want. You can only
find it in two places, over the
back or out the front.
See
fig. 1. Top landings are the
only time to use the former,
so the choice is to fly out
over the water. Some people
are paranoid about flying out
over the water.
Don't sweat
it Joust keep an eye on the
,
I t 's
beach
as you fly out.
easy to judge when to head in
to the beach.
Don't forget
that
downwind
your
LID
increases dramatically, so you
won't drop in the drink when
you turn back to the beach.
There's no need to fly. a kilometre off shore, just over the
surf.
It's no more dangerous
than flying over a road, powerlines, the bush or that ' shear
rocky cliff that's
providing

There are three ways that I
lose height for my approach.
One way is flying out over the
water, along the beach until
I'm low enough, and just zip
in over the beach with heaps
of speed at about 30 ft. See
fig. 2. This is the best method if you have a long beach to
land on. For a small beach or
small landing area, I like to
fly straight upwind at the
downwind end of the beach.
By keeping a good eye on my
expected touch-down point, I
can judge when to turn downwind to land on the beach.
See Fig.3.
An alternative is to 360 out
the front of the landing area.
Each time I · come around into
the wind, I'm travelling in the
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direction of my final approach.
Don't forget to allow for drift
by elongating your 360's. When
you .judge you're low enough,
on the downwind leg of the
last 360, elongate it so you're
coming into the wind over the
beach. See Fig. 4.

things, would be able to ~'":'siiidde~r.~~~~~~;::==~=====;---
slip into a tight landing area
if need be!". If you could get
your post 1980 glider to side
slip at all, I don't recommend
using It to get Into a tight
landing area.
Otherwise you
may be side slipping all the
way to the ground, and testing
the progressive crumple rate
of the wing.
Fly It all the
way to the ground. You have
to keep In mind that a glider
flies just the same at 20 ft.
as It does at 200 ft. Ground
effect only comes Into play in
the last metre or so of height.
F i G' 5

With all of these approaches,
don't
forget your increased
LID downwind. Have heaps of
speed, so as you crank It
around into the wind, you're
letting the bar out to maintain
your height.
Practice these
approaches high up first, using
the ridge as your imaginary
landing area.
I've used this
360 approach method when I've
landed at the bottom of Stanwell. It works well. See fig.
5.
reckon it's good value to
learn to crank it around while
you're pretty low. It's better
to learn under conditions you
dictate, than having to learn
It under emergency conditions.
A few months ago a bloke
from S.A. wrote to the editor
saying that he was after a
glider
which amongst other
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Mt. Saddleback landin g and take-off(arrowed)

INLAND APPROACHES
Oh no, not again!
Looks like
500 feet is all you've got.
Better think about landing just
in case you don't get a last
minute thermal. In reality you
should have some paddocks in
mind before 500 feet. Just in
case!
Once again determine wind direction. If you've been circling
In any thermals, the drift may
give you an idea of wind direction. In flatland, it will be
a pretty true indication, but
the wind direction could be totally different to the drift In
valleys. One thing is sure, the
wind will be blowing along the
valley, almost never across it.
Wind lines on dams, dust from
cars on dirt roads, washing on
a line and smoke all indicate
wind direction on the ground.

Powerlines!
Really look hard
The slope of the
for them.
ground is also something to
consider and are you going to
land on the right side of that
river, or will you have to get
wet to carry your glider to the
road?

PAD.DO("I(
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landing is better than a lmost
certain dea th.
Speed is the
main thing with all inland
Speed is control,
approaches.
you never know what sort of
rough stuff you're going to
have to fly through. The only
time you should slow down below max. LID speed is when
you're lining up to flare.
WE HAVE TO TOUCHDOWN

J' i g
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I recommend a circuit approach
over the suitable landing paddock.
See Fig. 6.
You may
need to 360 at the upwind end
if you're a' bit high. As with
coastal, keep an e ye on .your
expected touchdown point , to
help judge when to turn downwind.
NEVER do your final
upwind t urn on the downwind
side of power lines, always remain upwind.
Otherwise, you
may find you can't penetrate
and you'll sink into them.
Your final upwind turn will
only need to be a bit higher
than the power lines. Because
you're flying almost flat knacker downwind, you'll be able to
let the bar out a bit to maintain your height in the turn.
You may have to turn sooner
if you're too low to make it
all the way to the downwind
end of the paddock. The idea
is to get low as far downwind
as you can, so you have as
much upwind paddock as possible, - just in case that low
save
thermal pops off too
late, and just extends your glide
instead of helping you get back
up. It give you a better chance
of touching down before you
hit the fence or power lines that
could
be
upwind
of
your
expected
touchdown
pOint.
Don't forget not to land close
down-wind of trees unless it's
light. Power lines are only dangerous if you hit them. They
don't throw off turbulance, so
as long as you have plenty of
speed, and hence control, you
don't need to fly any further
from them than anything else
connected to the ground.
If
you think you're going to fly
into them, turn crosswind or
down-wind.
As with t he surf,
chancing a cross or downwind
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Coastal and inland are both
the same as far as final and
flare are concerned; except
that you may not be flaring
directly into the wind on a
beach.

speed up in para. or go prone
to extend your glide.
Fly
down to about 1 m. above the
ground at this speed. At this
point you should be in para.
Hang with your legs back and
your head and shoulders for ward in a · semi prone position.
This will give you a longer
reach and thus a better push
out when it comes time to
flare. See Fig. 7. Now is the
time to bleed off the excess
speed you've carried all the
way down to 1 m.
Keeping
your wings level, gradually let
the bar out so you maintain
this height until the glider is
just above stall. Now push out
firmly if it's light, more steadily if it's a little windy. Be-

Launch into squally sky at
Tallo ws, nyron Bay

I prefer to get out of prone
when I'm nearly ready to flare
but this isn't necessarily the
best.
Going para can disrupt
your flight, which you don't
want to do near the ground.
Getting out at about 50' is a
good height, i.e. during your
downwind
approach.
Just
remember to keep the speed
on. I prefer to stay prone until
I'm almost ready to flare, because I feel I have better control.
Whether
you're in para or
prone, let's assume you've turned into the wind for your final
glide at about 30'. Don't slow
down below max. LID. If you
want to reduce your glide,

cause you're hanging shoulders
forward, as you push out you'll
end up pushing up on the downtubes, and your legs will swing
forward at touchdown.
The reason people nose in, is
because they leave there flare
too late. During normal flight,
if the wing is stalling then the
nose will drop to regain flying
speed.
It's no good trying to
push against the nose if it
wants to go down. You have
to push up while you still have
pitch control. Also, don ' t let
the glider wind vane directly
into the wind if you're landing
on the beach, otherwise everyone will nickname you "splash".

which make a top landing different from one on the beach.
They are, that you may be
landing in stronger winds, there
may be quite a severe wind
gradient, and there may be turbulance from the front of the
ridge.

OVERSHOOT!
Too high!

You'll have to turn
crosswind or downwind to avoid
getting wet, getting zapped,
landing in a tree or leaving
your knackers on a fence,
(women should watch out for
fences too).
Let's assume first a coastal situation. If you've overshot and
have to turn around and go
back the way you came, you'll
no doubt 'be heading cross tailwind along the beach. Keep an
eye on your speed, you should
still be flying at least as fast
as max. LID.
When you're
about 1 m. off the ground, let
the bar out as you would in a
normal "into the wind" landing.
At the point where you start
to think about flaring, i.e. just
above stall, swing to the upwind wing (the wing pointing
to sea), so that this wing rolls
down. As the wing is rolling
start
flaring.
This
down,
whole manoeuvre is not a violent one, just a bit of roll and
a reasonable pushout will suffice. If it's done right, you'll
end up swinging 90 degrees
pointing straight ,out to sea but
moving sideways a bit with the
upwind wing dragging in the
sand at the same time as your
feet touchdown.
See Fig. 8.
I've successfully done this a
few times to get out of tricky
situations.
It's a lot better
than landing downwind and trying to run off the excess speed,
and definately better than the
surf. A cubic metre of water
weighs one tonne, so you have
no hope of lifting a glider if
you're under it in the water.
It's important not to stall
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while going downwind, or do
the turn and flare too high as
you will be chewing sand.
If you've come to the end of

the paddock and have to avoid
something, you may have room
to turn crosswind, so you can
get away with the same thing
The . wind
I described above.
is likely to be off a bit in the
paddock, so try to turn towards the more upwind direction.
If you have no option and find

yourself turning downwind to
avoid something, you may be
able to spin it around 180
degrees on one wing back into
the wind. A sort of extension
of the cross-wind landing. If
it's a light tail-wind, you can
try a rear wire flare. At the
point where you would normally flare, grab the rear wires
and pull the keel rapidly towards you.
It's unreal how
quickly you can get the glider
vertical. The glider absolutely
stops and more times than not
the keel drags as your feet
touch
down.
Don't
forget,
even though the glide has virtually zero airspeed it will still
have a ground speed equal to ·
the tail wind.
I think this
rear wire flare could be used
in an emergency situation; if
it looks inevitable that you're
about to stack into the side of
the hill for example. Don't do
one of these flares during normal flights though, as the
pointy end is supposed to go
forward. Gliders don't fly too
well if they go backwards.
Remember, you still have a
chance
if
you
blow
your
approach, as long as you have
airspeed.
Don't just hang on
and think "oh shit, this is
gonna hurt!"
TOP LANDINGS

F ig 8

You can use the other half of
the horizontal air found on a
ridge for a top landing. See
fig. 1. There are a few things

A good soaring wind of 18-25
m.p.h. (prominent white caps)
makes it easy to land on top.
Just iiy over to where you
want to land and hover down.
Beware of turbulance and wind
gradient though. Strong winds
can make it difficult to get
down, as lift can extend behind
the edge due to a wave effect.
There may also be a severe
wind gradient. If you're soaring in the upper limit of wind
strength, where you can just
penetrate while you're in the
lift, you may find your ground
speed is negative when you're
over the back. This is because
the air has vertical movement
out the front, so it's not all
headwind, but over the back,
the wind is compressed horizontal, so it's all headwind.
Approach and airspeed rules
apply for "on the toppers" the
same way they apply for "down
the bottomers", you just won't
normally need to flare.
On scratchy days, you'll have
to treat it as a normal landing, flare and all. You may find
your ground speed is quite high,
as you will be touching down
in virutally still wind. This is
because of wind shadow.
It's
easy to overshoot a light wind
top landing, but you can just
fly around and try again. As
with all approaches, go through
it in your mind, in the air at
a decent height first. I've bent
three downtubes on my Probe
2, all during Ught wind top
landings. I find them the hardest of all to master. Mastering every landing is more than
just dropping out of prone and
expecting to come down. Landing is going for a fly down to
the ground.
It's guaranteed I'll go out and
blow my next 10 landings as
soon as this is printed, and I
hear downtubes are $35.00 each
now! Gulp, I wonder if they're
cheaper in bulk?
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Dear Chris,
Your editorial reply to my Open
Letter in the March issue of
SKYSAILOR amazed me.
1. Yes, I (and the many other
Pilots who have progressed
through the Rating System
in the !ast 4-5 years) have
paid my· dues.
We did not
get these ratings by sending
in half a dozen Corn Flake
box tops and a stamped selfaddressed envelope.
We had
to work' damned hard with
practice and study and cope
with the frustrations that all
of us have had to overcome.
I may have been luckier than
most becuase I had a tremendous amount of help and
encouragement from the experienced pilots and safety
officers.
I assure you that
it was not easy, but the rewards are very worthwhile
and satisfying.
Having a
P.R.4 or 5 doesn't mean
you're an Ace.
It merely
means that you have been
judged by your more experienced peers as being competent to fly at the more
advanced difficulty sites and
to judge for yourself when
it is safe to fly. After all,
is that not the purpose of
having
a
Rating
System?
Egos have absolutely nothing
to do with it.
2. I have never, and do not intend to ever, pad my Log
Book.
This option was put
forward
to
illustrate
the
huge flaw that this new system contains. The Log Book
is one of the cornerstones of
the proposed system and is
only as good as the honesty
of the Pilot who owns it.
3. You know as well as I do
that the present H.G.F.A.
have been pushing for a 3
level system for a long, long
time. Why weren't the Members at large informed of
this proposal in the June or
July issue of SKYSAILOR?
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4. You
mention
a
mandate.
The only people who know
anything about a mandate
seem
to live in Sydney.
There are a great many
pilots down here who don't
share this view.
minor
5. Other
were
not
SKYSAILOR:
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details
included

that
in

The Logged tasks and fly
-ing hours for Intermediate
and Advanced levels don't
have to be signed by Safety
Officers. This situation Is
wide open for abuse.
You also failed to mention
that
Intermediate
Level
requires two years' Membership, and five years for
Advanced.

I do not intend any fur ther dialogue on this subject, but if you
feel it necessary to write an
insulting and out-of-context putdown to this letter, so be it.
Yours faithfully,
Pompous Paul Donovan.
Editor's Note:
Paul, I congratulate you on making the supreme sacrifice of flying hang gliders and introducing
yourself to the mysteries of the
atmosphere in order to gain
that
all-important
"Advanced"
sticker
on
your
membership
card. I can imagine how, after
years of enduring the ultimate
frustration of being forced to
sit on mountain tops, assailed
on all sides by some of the most
beautiful
secenery
imaginable,
having awful fresh air forced into your lungs, you would wish
to defend your hard-won rating
with your last breath. But what
I can't understand is that, if
such a thing was so odious to
you, why you even bothered getting into hang gliders in the first
place. After all, there are much
easier strategies for self-congratulation than that.

It is interesting to note that
you have such a low opinion of
your fellow pilots that you suggest that the new system, by
relying on their honesty,
is
doomed to failure. But you're
probably right.
After all, we
must be a bunch of dishonest
bastards, the way we pretend to
enjoy the agonies of hang gliding, when we could be off playing golf, or mowing the lawn,
or even driving a plane.
Has it ever occurred to you
Paul, that some of us actually
enjoy hang gliding, and take a
genuine interest in improving
both our own standards of airmanship and the general level
of
knowledge
throughout
the
sport. The honesty and goodwill
of pilots is not just the cornerstone of the new rating system;
it is the very foundation of
hang gliding wherever it
is
practiced.
In your first letter,
you attempted to insult the
current H.G.F.A. executive with
your unjustified and unjustifiable
slurs on our honesty. Not only
have you continued this gutter
campaign in your second letter
but you have expanded your
scope to attack the integrity of
every hang glider pilot In Australia.
The new system will not, In any
way, effect your right to fly
any of the sites you currently
fly, nor any of the flying in
which
you currently indulge.
The only thing you may find is
that your current level of airmanshlp may not qualify you to
immediately upgrade your current P.R.4 rating, to the top
level of the new system. And
that does not matter at all.
The major change will be for
new pilots making their way
through the system, and experienced pilots who have progressed way past the current P.R.5
level.
New pilots will, under
the new system, have a much
better idea of where they are
going, will not have to travel
outside their areas to attempt
irrelevant tasks unless they wish

-

to, and will have a greater
range of sites open to them
under suitable conditions. Experienced pilots, and those who
the
extra
effort
to
make
advance their airmanship past
the present P.R.4 and 5 ratings,
will finally be given the recognition they deserve. Safety officers and instructors will no
longer have to by-pass the system, nor expose themselves to
law suits in the event that one
of their charges injures or kills
themselves attempting a P.R.4
task like a simple 360 degree
turn.
Despite the obvious advantages
of the new system to the vast
majority of Australian pilots and
despi te the fact the it will not
disadvantage you in any way,
you have chosen to use any tactics at your disposal including
misrepresentation, to make sure
that no advancement is possible
in our safety system.
No Paul, although you sorely
tempt me, I will not bring myself down to your level of making personal insults.
Whether
or not you feel insulted at having some of your. more ridiculous outbursts criticised is entirely your business and I really
don't give a stuff. As a member you have a right to air your
views, however inward-looking,
As editthrough SKYSAILOR.
or, I have a responsibility to
other members, to ensure accuracy in the magazine.
So, as
you can see, I could not, in all
conscience, allow your extravagent and ill founded protestations
go unchallenged.

Dear ChriS,
The rhubarb farmer of Tambourine Mountain has been going to put pen to paper for
quite a while regarding this
rating system! While I do not
denegrate the efforts of anyone, nor am I trying to be a
smart alec, I do feel constrained to add my two cents worth!
I know it wlll be a retrograde
step not to have any grading
system at all, but that has
been precisely how I came up
through the ranks of hang
gliding.
When I see a new
face at my local site on Tambourine, I go and introduce myself and a number of times
now I have met first timers
who are just "drooling" at the
thought of "going for a glide
off here!"
And why not?
"Oh some all-knowing person
has rated this as a P.R.3 site
and I only know how to naVigate down a 50 foot learner
slope".
"You actually get your feet off
the ground and can successfully
manage to land 50 feet away?"
"Oh yes, but nothing as awesome as this, why that must
be all of 1,000 feet down
there".
"Well, it is 1,500 feet or thereabouts and the landing paddock
is over one mile away. What
kite ya got?" nOh, its an old
(single
surface
something)".
"And you have successfully
landed it often at the average
50 ft. flight?" "Oh yeh". "Well

. ohn F oley at F orresters Beach

set her up and give us a look,
for I am confident you cari do
this one, if you are
game".
(Now at this point all gasp in
doesn't
horror for the fella
even have P.R.l, (ratings are
like hens teeth, very hard to
find).
That is all our little hero
to
have
needs!
Somebody
faith in him! Well it is just
perfect for a glide and we
point out why it is beautiful
for a glide right now.
1. The wind is dying (late
afternoon and though some
are still soaring, it is called
the "evening velvet".
Or
early morning and the thermals haven't started yet, or
(dozen or more other compelling reasons).
2. Now we have a constant
saying
on
Tambourine,
doesn't matter what the
wind strength, we all say
to each other - "Big Run!"
3. Now the only thing different about this slope from
your trainirig slopes, is that
this one is multiples of
your 50 ft. I point out the
landing paddock and say,
"keep looking at where you
want to go".
4. "Now you've never proned
out on a 50 foot glide, but
have you practiced proning
out in the garage at home?
Well, never mind, Oh you
have!
great!
Well
this
glide will last at least four
minutes. (I've never been
able to glide it in under 4
minutes, but maybe it could
be
done).
You'll
have
plenty of time to climb into and out of prone if you
feel confident. (Most probably he won't on the first
glide, but my youngest son
was all for having a proning go second time. ((I've
got 3 "hanging" sons plus a
daughter (14) coming up)).
5. "Now where you look is
where you go, so just keep
looking at that paddock and
once you're lined up on it
you'll land somewhere along
the last half mile!" "Keep
on a little extra speed, and
see you down there!"
(I
usually fly along with them).
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I've flown along down with
each of my three sons for
their first glide, just to
give
them
encouragement
while
they
were
"hang
zero's", and they all proved
better first flighters than
me.
Now the whole point of this
exercise is simply to point out
that it is all very nice to have
regulations but regulations are
inhibiting our growth rather
than helping.
(At this point
there will be such shock-horror
that what I am about to suggest will be lost on the greater
percentage
of
"experienced
pilots".
Now I have been flying since
the very early days of hang
gliding (10 . years), but that
does not qualify me to be a
very proficient pilot. In fact
my teenage sons are all better
pilots than I, even though I
have many more flying hours,
youth is the deciding factor!"
Pilot attitude is what I am getging at! and Pilot attitude is
not something to regulate.
I'll digress here and talk about
flying in a different mode; and
maybe you will all see a close
similarity!
Ultralight Flying!
Now I fly a V.W - powered
ultralight (sometimes!) I have
a friend who also had a VW
powered ultralight similar to
mine! We built them together!
Now Gary wanted to update so
he sold his to a 727 pilot. He
gave the new owner a few
demonstrations and a few helpful suggestions on how to fly
his
precious
baby.
"Hey!
don't you think I know how to
fly mate? Listen! I got 1,000
hrs. up".
Forthwith our experienced pilot
disregarded the well meant
"local-yokle" advise, about strip
runs, and hops, etc.
Stirred
the VW up into fever pitch 60
m.p.h. along the strip, rotated
into 45 degree climb (about
5 degrees is all the power he
had in the VW), and the rest
is history.
90% of all pilots killed in ultralights
held
private
pilot
licences!
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Remarkable isn't it!
Those
you'd imagine would have an
advantage over all other pilots,
but not so!, it proves to be
their end!
Now I wonder if
the parallelism came across!
There is no substitute for
experience. No amount of regulation will improve our flying!
Australians are unique people!
and how! We have one of the
very largest countries with one
of the small populations. We
have better than 1 sq. km./person and we therefore should be
one of the freest!
But are
we?
I took my family to
America for three months last
year (on borrowed money), and
experienced the American ' way
of life.
Man!
they have a
freedom which we know nothing about here!
Very few
restrictions of any kind! But
"beware" of infringing another's
personal freedom! They'll sue
you for that. But that's what
you'd expect if we had their
freedom!
As we all appreciate hang gliding is unique for many reasons!
First · of which is by the very
nature of the beast.
You're
on your own right from the
start!
Your very first flight
is solo! (mostly).
Not only are you on your own,
but you do your own thing,
right from square one!
You
make all the decisions on conditions, what you will attempt;
in fact, the sky is the limit!
You limit yourself! No amount
of screaming by the instructor
(if you are priviledged to have
one), can alter your course.
You have the ultimate freedom!
Now well meaning "friends", instructors, Safety officer, etc.
would like to see you enjoy
your freedom to the ultimate,
so they come along with some
suggestions, (not laws or rules,
for it gets too much like a police state where you do not
have any freedom), suggestions
on how to get the ultimate out
of your flying, with as few restrictions possible. They point
out inhibiting factors that maybe you hadn't considered; but
the ultimate authority for making
decisions
is
yourself.
Therefore you wear the consequences of your decisions!

There is no such thing on my
site as a safety officer being
a little Hitler and saying, "You
can't go off here! You'll kill
yourself and lose the site because of your stupidity". "Not
I've never met anybody
so!"
with suicidal tendancies when
it comes to hang gliding. We
take off under power wires,
only 3 ft. above the king post,
so a gentle reminder is quite
in order if anyone picks up his
glider under the wires and it
is a little strong. If they are
confident and decline a hand,
they wear the results.
Now getting to the heart of
the
proposed
new
rating
scheme.
guess we need one for
D.O.A. 's sake and it is good to
not only feel you are becoming more confident, but that
others recognise that you are
also, because you can legitimately ask for a higher rating.
You can see a viable (tangible)
improvement for now you have
gone up a number (very rewarding!!)
But with the proposed new system there will not be this
incentive, in fact it may prove
counter productive.
Why bother trying for a higher
rating which you may only
keep 12 months, if you are unable to pursue your flying career as often as you do this
year??!!
I live on the site. It is mighty
easy for me to take a few
hours off most any day and fly
(even if it is to the bottom!)
But I wouldn't be going very
often if I had to travel 50
miles for each flight. I reckon
one is mighty dedicated to
come 50 miles every weekend
on the assumption that at
worst it will be a four minute
glide!
I had an accident after my first
12 months of teaching myself.
I did a down wind landing and
broke a small piece of bone in
my foot. I didn't feel confident so I didn't go flying for
12 months.

When I eventually got back into the air I found I hadn't forgotten anything, in fact I just
progressed from where I had
left off.
Just like driving a
car or riding a push bike, It Is
good for your confidence' sake
to be ever doing, but you don't
loose anything but confidence
If you stop!

But
let
us
recognise
our
strengths and may we all have
the "courage of our convictions"
to
allow
the
other
"bloke" to do his own thing
without trying to regulate him
to discouragement.

So why this need to "prove"
yourself every year? I've progressed through the ranks to
5, done towing and trlklng as
well, so If you want to Increase me to a 6 or 7 O.K.
I'm all for It.

Graeme, Robert, David & John.
Flodine

But after sifting and sorting
through all the flack on our
outdated rating system I can't
see the point of scrapping the
old, just for something new.
It Is not going to stop anyone
who wants to fly at my site.
Maybe you want more control
at your site so I wouldn't want
to fly there anyway!
Inuendos that the old rating
system Is no longer viable,
have not been substantiated in
my mind, but then I never felt
we needed one , In the first
place!
I get the horrible feeling that,
we as a whole, are being manipulated; for we still have not
even a draught copy in SKY SAILOR, just fragments, that
keep you guessing.
The old rating system is unfair in that it really costs you
money to get a new rating!
Several
instructors
I know,
charge you $10 - $15 for their
time for your rating, and If you
haven't bought your kite from
them, forget it!"
Too busy
now, want to fly now, see me
some other time", etc.
"Buy something from me and
you'll get your rating fast
for $1,000 purchase a better!"
Oh well that's the system
boys, we all know how it
works and no amoung of legislation is going to alter it! Our
whole beaurocratlc system has
holes In it and I don't think I
could do any better.

The
unrestricted
farmers on Tamborine.

rhubarb

The problem is that conditions
are not always perfect, and
new pilots do not have the necessary experience to judge the
suitability of the conditions.
In this, they rely on the advice
of pilots like yourself, who are
familiar with the site and
again, I congratulate you on
your helpful and dedicated attitude, not only in advising
these pilots, but in taking the
time and trouble to glide down
with them.

Editor's Note:
Graeme, although you may not
have realised it, many of your
arguments actually support the
aims and interests of the new
rating system.
In fact, your
method of site control (for
want of a better word) is very
similar to the situation which
will prevail under the new system.
It does, however, surprise me that, having been on
holidays in the most litigious
state (America) in the world,
that you are still willing to
take the responsibility of actually encouraging people to fly
from sites for 'which they are
not rated. Were one of these
people to have an accident
while
flying
under
your
advice, the posslblllty ' of that
person taking the American solution and suing you for all you
are worth, Is very real. But
you probably already know thiS,
and I therefore congratulate
you for disregarding your own
financial security so that you
can act in what you see as the
Interests of the sport.
The
new system, If you use It wisely, will allow you to protect
yourself to some extent from
legal retribution, without requiring you to act in an officious manner.
I agree with you that sites like
Tambourine are, in the right
conditions, just very big training slopes and, provided that
the extra height doesn't freak
them out, most learners could
handle a straight glide after
just a few days on the beginners' slopes. My own local Site,
Stanwell Park, is pretty much
the same, and it is well known
In N.S.W. how stupidly rigid
regulations . regarding this site
are
seriously
damaging
the
prospects of new pilots in the
Sydney area.

On the other side of the coin,
there are days when even the
most forgiving site can be diabolical.
Even Stanwell which
Is the easiest site to fly In the
world, has occasionally put me
into situations where I have
had to draw on every minute
of my eleven years of experience just to survive.
The old system, because of Its
linear nature and structural
rigidity; makes no allowances
for the extreme variability of
conditions and experienced pilots are forced, therefore, to
by pass the system, and thus
expose themselves to the danger of litigation in the event
of an accident.
The new system recognises the
variability of conditions and,
by placing a greater emphasis
on actual experience rather
than arbitrary skill categories,
will alow a much greater flexiblUty. By making every flight
count, the new system allows
for an almost Infinite variety
of site levels, which can be
varied up or down according to
conditions. So all that may be
required for Tambourine In the
early morning and late afternoon "velvet" conditions would
be sufficient take-off and landIng experince, plus some abili ty to steer a straight course.
In strong winds or thermic conditions, it would be wise to require much greater levels of
experience. And, of course, In
unfavourable
conditions,
i.e.
strong winds and strong thermals, or crossed conditions, it
would be wise to advise' all but
the most experienced pilots to
wait for better air.
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As Gilbert Griffith has pointed
out, no system can work if it
is continually by-passed.
The
fact that the present system
is being by-passed, and that
you and I both happily admit
to by-passing it on the basis
of our local knowledge and
experience, is all the evidence
we need to establish that the
present system is not working
as it should. But you and I
are not the only experienced
pilots who by-pass the present
system. As well as flying the
sites around Sydney, I frequently point my nose northward
and head for the many sites
along the N.S.W. North Coast.
At many of these sites it is
rare to find any rated pilots
at all. The rating system, in
its present form, is totally irrelevant to these pilots. Considering that these pilots . pay
their forty-odd dollars a year
for membership
just the
same as Sydney and Victorian
pilots - they are entitled to a
slightly better deal. After all,
these pilots occasionally feel
the urge to fly at sites outside
their own areas, and when they
do, they are often hassled by
officials who do not know
them from · a block of cheese
and therefore are reluctant to
accept their assurances that
they can handle the conditions
without some form of corroboration.
It appears that you, like so
many of your fellow pilots,
have been slightly sucked-in by
the totally false claim that the
new ratings will be subject to
some form of annual review.
As one of the principal designers of the new system, I can
assure you that this option was
only briefly considered and was
immediately dropped on the
grounds
of
impracticability.
None of the discussion papers
circulated to the State Associations contained any such suggestions, nor did anything published in SKYSAILOR. The attempts of a few Victorian pilots
to say that the new sytem
would contain such a provision
can, therefore, only be the result of total misunderstanding
resulting from inadequate comprehension skills, or deliberate
deception. I apologise, on behalf of all thinking pilots that
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such erroneous suggestions have
caused you any unnecessary
anxiety.
One final point, (and I apologise fot the length of this
note), I was very disturbed by
your claim that some safety
officers
or
instructors
are
charging money for rating test.
The conducting of rating tests
is a duty of safety officers
and, as the pOSition of safety
officer is an honorary one,
must be conducted free of
charge.
Even instructors only
conduct rating tests by virtue

1c:=J

of their safety officer status
and therefore have no right to
charge a fee. At the moment,
it looks like I will be taking
over from Kieran as National
Safety Director and, if you
have any evidence of safety
officers abusing their position
for monetary gain, I would like
to hear of it; so that I can
make sure that the practice
ceases forthwith.
Thanks for your letter Graeme,
and may your rhubarb flourish.

Dear Chris,
I hate being negative, but
wish to add my voice to those
raised in protest against the
proposed new rating system.
In spite of all the arguments
I have seen in its favour, I remain unconvinced that it would
serve us better than the present one. I have been flying for
exactly a year, and like the
current system. Certainly there
is some room for improvement,
mainly in the area of theory
questions, some of which are
somewhat out of date, but I
can see no reason for totally
replacing it.
At a recent (well attended)
meeting of the Southern Hang
Gliding Club, there was a unanimous feeling that the proposed
new system was pointless, and
not one pilot spoke in its deffence.
This seems to me to
be the feeling throughout the
Victorian hang gliding community among both new and old
pilots.
In your February editorial, you
present the adoption of the
new system as almost a fait
accompli, talking of the U.K.
and U.S. copying our new system. This of course is not so
as the system would have to
be accepted by the H.G.F.A.
convention, and this seems to
me to be most unlikely if present feeling remains unchanged,
as I think it will.
The only crash I have witnessed in a year's flying involved
a P.R.4 rated pilot flying an
incredibly old glider with a
take-off technique obviously as
old as the glider. This supports the comments you made
in your editorial about the variability of P.R.4's skills, but I
do not believe the adoption of
a new system is needed t o
solve this problem.
I think
that a minimum number of flying hours each year for the
maintenance of the higher ratings would be a sensible way
of making sure that older pilots who drop out of flying
for a few years would have
to be re-tested. I realise that
this is not part of the proposed
new system, but I think it
should be considered as part of

any possible modifications to
the current one.
I can see
many advantages in this, and it
would go a long way towards
solving many of the problems
you have complained about in
the higher levels of the system.
Obviously 50 hours per year
would be unnecessary, with 15
being quite adequate to ensure
a maintenance of flying skills.
I hope that all those pilots who
have been howling in protest
over their misunderstanding of
the proposed conversion of ratings in the proposed new system
would be able to fly 15 hours
a year to maintain a P.R.4.
You talk of many pilots just
wanting to fly local sites, and
being forced to travel "hundreds
of miles" (!) to gain a new rating. You seem to have forgotten the prime purpose of the ratings system, that is to "licence"
pilots to fly at particular sites.
If they are happy flying at local
sites, and are rated for them,
there is no necessity for them
to gain a higher rating.
On a more positive note,
wish
to congratulate you on the
issues of SKYSAILOR you have
produced, as they have been of
a
uniformly
high
standard.
Many of the lighter bits have
been extremely funny, and you
have
had
many
interesting
"serious" articles. Also, the covers have been great, particularly
the colour one in December.
This has received unqualified
praise from everyone I have
mentioned it to, and has made
a great poster for my bedroom
wall. The only possible improvement I could suggest for any
future
colour
covers
is
to
reduce the size of the lettering
to make the cover even more
like a poster.
Finally, I would like to apologise for the length of this
letter, but as you can imagine,
I was not moved to write this
without some strong feelings
being involved. There are many
other points I would like to
make against the new system,
but I would only be taking up
space to restate in one way or
another
arguments
already
raised at ~arious time by other
pilots.
Ross Hughan,
33831 (P.R.l).
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Editor's Note:
Thanks Ross,
for your kind
words
regarding
SKYSAILOR.
Adam and I have tried our best
and it's nice to know our
efforts have not been wasted.
I will pass on your suggestions
regarding the cover to our new
editor, Geoff Martin.
I don't want to impinge too
heavily on our cartoon space,
but some of your comments re-garding the new rating system
are very relevant and deserve
further examination. As I point
out
in
my
reply
to
the
"Rhubarb Farmer of Tambourine
Mountain", the reason for not
adopting a "minimum hours requirement" in the new system
was basically because such a
move would be very difficult t o
make in terms of our present
administrative structure.
I am
not sure that the benefits of
such a move would warrant the
problems caused by the bureaucratisation of our system that
would be necessary.
In your year of flying, it is
quite possible that you have not
yet experienced the frustrations
that can arise when you are going for one of the higher ratings,
so
I'll
give
you an
example:
Laurieton,
on
the
N.S.W. North Coast has some
excellent sites, but as many
have cliff launches, they are
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rated P.R.4. One of the tasks
for the P.R.4 rating is that you
complete top landings at two
different sites.
There is only
in the area, i.e.
one site
Diamond Head, where It is possible to top land, and Laurieton
pilots must therefore travel outside their area in order to gain
the P.R.4 rating, and hence legally fly their local sites. I can
assure you that this is not an
isolated example.
Unfortunately, you appear to
share with many other pilots
the misconception that the ratIng system · Is, or should be, a
licence system.
This Is not,
nor has it ever been, the purpose of the rating system to
"licence" pilots to do anything
- otherwise· it would be called
a licence system and not a rating system. There are a number of functions which any ratIng system must perform If It
is to be successful.
First of all, It should provide
pilots with a measure of their
own level of alrmanship and a
syllabus for Improving that level.
The current system does
not do this. Instead It relies on
an arbitrary, five-stop system
of skill levels. Secondly, a ratIng system should provide safety
officers and local pilots with a
standardised measure of a visiting pilot 's level of airmanship.
As a local safety officer at
Long Reef, I have often seen
pilots
who
were
supposedly
rated for the site (P. R.3) crash,
or nearly crash, bec ause they
had absolutely no exper ience at
doing tight turns In wind gradIent.
Local safety officers at
other sites have told me of similar problems. So obviously the
current system Is lacking In this
respect as well. The third major function Is for the benefit of
non-fliers who may have some
interest, e.g. park rangers, land
owners, etc. This role Is being
handled fairly well by the current system but these "outsiders" wouldn't know the difference anyway.
Anyway, that's all I'm going to
say at present. I hope that the
above explanation makes things
a little clearer.
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Dear Chris,
I would like to thank Enterprise
Wings for all their efforts in designing and the manufacture of
their Gliders.
I am a proud
owner of a Foil 165 and I would
recommend them to any advanced pilot.
My first X-Country
flight was a record breaker.
Ross Duncan
Dear Chris,
I would like to thank members
of the
H.G.A.W.A. who made
our trip the journey that it was.
Thanks for your friendship and
support. If you ever travel East
please look us up.
A special note to the treasurer
of the H.G.A.W.A.
Get well
soon Kim.
Ross and Annette Duncan.
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Dear Pilot,
Do you know that the H.G.F.A.
is proposing to include "trikes",
(powered hang gliders - or ultralight aircraft) in our Association?

Trikes are just
hang gliders
wi th a motor,
so HGF A shoul
look after
them.

important
The
distinction is bepowered
tween
unpowered
and
not
flight
what an aircraft
like,
or
looks
how it is controlled.

Other issues
include:-

to

If you don't - is it because you

are apathetic and not sufficiently involved in your State Association to know what's happening,
or is it because your State an<:i
Federal
representatives
don't
make enough of an effort to
stay in touch with the membership?
Probably
a
little
of
both,
although it seems to me that on
such an important issue, a concerted effort should have been
made to discuss any such proposal in this magazine.

be

resolved

Would trikes be administered
by the existing system, or by
a separate committee?
Administration costs.
Certi fication.
Insurance

Before going further,
would
like to state that I am a bit of
a purist, and regard foot launched, un powered flight as the
most satisfying form of hang
gliding. Despite this, I was one
of the early advocates of car
towing,
and
am
enthusiastic
about the possibilities of winch
and aero towing.
I have also
flown in a trike, both as a
passenger and pilot, and really
enjoyed it.

Whether all aspects of trike
flying would be included or
only towing and training.
The most important thing is for
YOU to get off your bum, talk
to other pilots, ask your State
reps. for more information, and
then write to your State Association and H.G.F.A. to tell them
what you think.

am all for renewed theory
questions in Pilot Rating Forms
and the three levels of Pilot
Proficiency Ratings do simplify
things: I was told of how, way
back in the old days, pilots
were rated C 1 and C2 and B3
etc. until the American system
was introduced.
I cannot see anything inappropriate, however, at the existing
five levels of pilot proficiency
as a finer and more exacting
grading scale of pilot ability.
I have worked my way up (with
considerable effort
and time
involved) to my P.RA and I do
look forward to completing my
progress with a 5 rating in the
next six months to a year, succinct to say - go ahead with reviewing the questions- well and
good - it's about time - but I
feel from many members of the
club I belong to, that the other
change from 5 levels to three
will cause both needless confusion and resentment to not only
seasoned pilots, but to pilots
half
way
there.
Besides,
where do you draw the line at
a good or bad pilot?
I for one, as
fly the same.

many,

will still

David Julian.
Regards,
Julius.

I am concerned to see that all
members have a chance to
examine the issues involved, and
to make their opinions known,
so I'd like to present what I
hope is a balanced idea of some
arguments for and against the
proposal.
FOR

AGAINST

Trikes are very
useful for train
ing and aerotowing, so it
is better if
they are HGF A
controlled.

They could still
be
used under
current
ultralight
regulations,
if
some
concessions
were
obtained
from D.O.A.

If trikes are

Since
some
trikes
probably
will be used irresponsibly
anyway, it's better
if we have nothing to do with
any
form
of
powered flying.

used irresponsibly, the public
will associate
them with hang
gliders, so it's
better if glider
pilots control
their use.

Editor's Note:

Dear Editor, and,
Other Interested Pilots,
It seems to me a good idea
that the ratings should undergo
revision and improvement, especially in the· theory questions, as
we have moved beyond the
scope of the early days of Hang
Gliding.

Since the final draught of the
new rating system is yet to be
completed, I think this barrage
of complaints are a little unconstructive. How about a few
new ideas? You're right about
the
needless
confusion
and
resentment
its
needless
because if you think about it a system with three levels
makes sense.
The hang one
and hang five ratings are both
a bit silly because neither of
them have any use. You need
a hang two to soar, and once
you are a hang four you can do
anything a five can do, except
maybe brag about your five rating.
Sure the proposed new system
isn't perfect, but modifying our
old system is like modifying a
Tweetie when you could buy a
new glider.
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Dear Sir,
Has anyone out there got an
old Rogallo they want to sell?
Well don't give up, I know how
you can.
I was driving back from W.A.
after the Christmas break with
my trike and wing. I stopped
at about midnight at a petrol
station right in the middle of
the Nullabor, at least 1,000
kms. from the nearest proper
The attendant, a man
town.
of about 40, who was shooting
the breeze with some mates
noticed the · glider bag on the
roof, and they all started asking saner than normal questions
(most people think the
trike's an Autogyro).
It turned out that some bloke
had been driving through there
and run out of money. He'd
tried to sell this and that, but
finally the attendant settled on
a hang glider the man had.
The attendant was keen to
learn, so he sent away for
some instruction books.
He
showed me these, and they
were
old .... really
old.
With
names like "Be a Birdman", or
"Skysurfing is fun", they showed 90' rogallos with unbattened
wings plummeting off Torrey
Pines.
I explained how gliders were
very different now, had battens
even rigid battens, wide nose
angles,
double surfaces, and
though there was something he
could get out of the books,
they . were pretty out of date,
and wouldn't relate too much
to the glider he'd bought~

beach here .. .. just 300' cliffs
for miles.. .. no hills, only flat
scrub.
No hospital for 1,000
kms.
Should I have just cut
the flight wires and fled? .... Well I told him a little about
reflex on the keel, to take it
really easy, and I stumbled back
into the night.
What's been nagging me though
is I think I recognised the glider ..... Garry! If you are out
there I know it's yours! How
could you take $400 off that
decent bloke for that flying
hills hoist?
Triking in W.A. was "interesting". Because of the offshoreonshore wind pattern in summer you either fly in 17 to 25
kts. or you hardly fly at all.
With most of the take offs being car parks, sand tracks or
abandoned drilling rig yards at
the sea side there was normally little turbulence.
If you
could manage to ground handle
the trike, take offs and landings were really quick and
short!
Two of us had some fantastic
coastal runs, the longest being
a 145 km. out and return. We
took off in a light sea breeze
and landed just as it was beginning to rage. The air is
very clean, clear, and cold,
and I saw one light aircraft in
three weeks. Nice.
One
thing
happened
which
needs mentioning.
Two trikes
took off from an "abandoned"
and very rough light air craft
strip at Yanchep, north of
Perth.
We flew to Ledge
Point, some 50 kms. north, and

I got th~ ~eeling he wanted to
show me the wing, and though
I was feeling pretty zombied
after a day on the road, I
went behind the garage with
the man and his torch, and
there it was.
No bag, just
this tiny bundle of rag and battens with a 4'6" A-frame and
1/16th. wires. The label read
L.R. Mitchell, sailmaker.
A
standard billowbag rogallo.
My heart sank! What could
say? Where was he going to
learn?
Many of us learnt in
things no better than this,
though ours were nearly new
at the time.
There was nr
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landed at the local football
oval. We had seen on an earlier flight that though it was
in the lee of some large sandhills, this was the best landing
spot at Ledge Point where the
others were staying.
There were two large tractor
sprinklers on the grass but out
of the flightline.
Mike Ipsi
landed first with no problems
with turbulence since the wind
was light and barely whitecapping.
I circled to set up
an approach, and came in hot
and steep to give me enough
speed
to
cut
through
the
bumps or go around if anything was wrong. Mike parked
his glider and ran back waving
his arms. I thought he was indicating some turbulence, but
since he had landed easily, and
I was at about 30' and in the
wind shadow I continued to
land, and did so without any
problems.
As I pulled my helmet off
Mike came over and shouted
"Didn't you see the arrestor
wire?"
"What arrestor wire?"
I walked back and there it was
- the sprinkler ran on a guide
wire about 15-20 cms. above
the ground..... just enough to
catch a nose wheel. Fortunately Mike had trodden on it, and
I cleared it easily.
However next time ..... 1 make
a few lower passes first. If
you're in a hang glider, just be
aware of the possibility of
wires, or you may be in for a
. short sharp trip on landing.
Incidentally in W.A. the locals
were really friendly and intereested in the trikes where ever
we rigged or landed.
One
Shire Ranger said if we flew
there again he'd get a strip
graded!
We talked to several
GA pilots who wanted to know
everything in great detail. One
man had his wife drive him
over, and after a long chat
said, "This is the first time
I've been close to one of these
things. Thank you very much,
you've made my day". It certainly · made ours!
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If's his qaiet

-: .... ooOc:odC confidence that
.
impresses me"

Yours sincerely,
John Clark.
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mobbpgong
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Chandelle to the right, picking
up speed, chandelle to the left,
and then power across the cliff
face with the bar in to the
knees.
Let the bar out again
and initiate a stall turn to the
right to make another pass
along the hill below - the top
of the cliff now - I'd better
slow down to get some height
again.
"That's odd", I know the wind
is light today, but I'm not gaining height anywhere near as
quickly as I was earlier.
At
this stage I realised I had
better get out of there to the
beach or I would be in strife.
Crescent Mead is a 300 ft.
sheer cliff site with a rounded
top. If you don't top land its
either a short run to the right
to the beach or a longer run to
the left to the golf course.
Bottom landing means a run
over
water
with
absolutely
nothing underneath to lc;md on.
I was losing height quickly and
as I rounded the corner, I saw
that a spash-down was inevitable, there was nothing but
sheer cliff to left and water
below. Ahead of me were some
large rocks but
doubt if I
could make them.
As I neared · the water I got out
of prone, pulled on a little
extra speed and took a good
breath.
I skimmed across the
water for about 30 metres,
wringing every bit of speed out
of my probe, flared and settled
gently into the water.
For a couple of seconds everything was a mass of bubbles and
harness ropes. Shortly after I
bobbed to the surface, underneath my glider. My imme diate
thoughts were to get the hell
out of my harness before the
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t o the bottom landings, (I had
on leavi ng the cli ff, made the
wrong decision as to reaching
the
easiest
bottom
landing),
BEFORE taking off as I usually
do, I wouldn't be writing this
cautionary tale.
Some things I learnt
ditching:

from

the

When I realised that a water
landing was inevitable I started
going over in my mind, the procedures outlined in Section 51
of my trusty handbook.
When
it came time to splash down
everything went like clock work.

glider sank.
I took another
breath
and
bobbed
down,
hunched into a ball and rolled
backwards out of the ropes.
then pushed the rest of the harness and leg loops away. After
I was free I took off my shoes One particular paragraph I do
and swam twenty metres to· the disagree on - is that on locatnearest rock. I don't remember ing the carabina whilst under
how I lost my helmet or glasses. water. I couldn't see a bloody
thing except bubbles and harness
ropes
swishing about in the turbNot long after Torquil appeared
It was easiest to just
and we jumped back in and ulence.
roll backwards out of the harswam the glider ashore.
ness. It might seem difficult on
A water landing was the furth- the ground, but in the neutral
est thing from my mind that buoyancy of the water, It's
Just resist the temptatday. Winds were light but con- easy.
stant and strong enough to main- ion to strugle as it's easy to
tain at least 100 ft. above. I get tangled.
had top landed earlier that day
and intended doing so again. So The probe stayed afloat for 20
minutes or more. I think this
what went wrong?
was due to the soft landing and
Thunderstorms were in the local the absence of surf.
area which I believe influenced
the local winds.
Talking with To avoid damages to the glider
other pilots after the incident whilst wimming it back in to
I found out that the winds had shore, it's best to face the nose
I contributed to back into the waves so that it
just stopped.
my misfortune by being below rides up over the top. Rememthe top of the hill just as this ber that as it gets closer to
happened.
shore the backwash will tend to
bend the tips back.
If I had given some thought to
the local conditions and consid- Finally, remember the rule about
ered the best way to get safely flying alone. I remember bobb-

ANiMtJ.J

ing back up to the surface and
seeing the silhouettes of 20
people or more lining the cliffs.
The first person who came to
assist me was actually another
flyer.
Thanks to all the fliers, and
especially Torquil for getting
there so quickly.
P.S.
Never fly staight for more than
15 seconds and watch out for
the Hun in the sun.

THE r.iEUJ AflT% r.i~
PROGRESS (?) REPORT
from the
National Safety Director
The following agreed structure
is the result of two years' work
by experienced pilots, safety officers and instructors, in combination with the input of members expressed through SKYSAILOR and the Convention.
After much, sometimes heated,
debate, the general consensus
was that the structure should be
put to members at their State
meetings
and
through
SKYSAILOR,
as
our
preferred
option.
As such, it represents
the most advanced, and democratically devised, rating system
in the world today.
Nevertheless, there is still a lot
of work to be done in designing
tasks, questions and experience
requirements.
It is important
that you convey your ideas to
your State executive as soon as
possible if you want them to be
considered.

2. to ensure a guaranteed minimum standard of airmanship
through a minimum standard
of instruction.,

3. to cope with the explosion
of pilot skills and flying
styles that has taken place
over the last five years,
4. to satisfy the conditions and
provisions of the new A.N.O.)

5. to provide a framework for
future expansions in skllls
and flying endorsements as
dictated by future developments.
The Pllot Certificate:
This is basically the old P.R. 1
rating, slightly expanded and separated out from the other ratings.
This has been done so
that, under the provisions of
the new A.N.O., pllots can fly
legally without an instructor
Old System

1. to provide a progressive but
flexible syllabus for new pilots,

once they have completed this
stage. It also ensures, through
the provision of an "instruction
log", that all instructors provide
an acceptable minimum level of
instruction to all pllots.
Once
the "instructional log" is completed, and all tasks in it have
been learned and demonstrated
to the instructor's satisfaction,
the new pllot will simply have
to answer a basic theory test
and wlll then be eligible for a
Pllot Certificate.
The Ratings:
As we have been operating on
what is effectively a four tier
system for quite some time, and
as the first tier has effectively
been replaced by the Pllot Certificate, it was generally agreed
that a three-tier system of ratings is sufficient for our needs
in the forseeable future.
The
following table shows the approximate relative levels of the new
ratings, compared to the old.
New System

Structure:
The structural design of the
system is basically an overhauled version of the current system. It consists of a pilot certificate, three pilot ratings, and
a number of endorsements, e.g.
cross-country,
safety
officer,
instructor, towing, etc.
The
basic parameters observed in
designing this structure were:

SYSTE~

P.R. 1 --+--@QIJ~m£iliJ
P.R.2---t
P.R.3--~

- - Rating (Intermediate
Recreational)

or

P.R.4 - - - - j . - - - Rating (Advanced)
Endorsements:
P.R.5 (Cross Country)

- - - Rating (Masters)
Endorsements: Safety Officer,
Junior
Safety
Officer
(?),
Instructor, Chief Instructor, Towing (Land), Towing (Aero), Cross
Country.
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Although the naming of ratings
is, as yet, an undecided issue,
I will refer to the three rating
Intermediate/
levels as follow:
Recreational,
Advanced
and
Masters. This is purely a matter of convenience.

Garry " F anatic" Davies
X/C at r illarny

Advanced:
This rating is designed to replace the current P.R.4 and 5
ratings, again with a noticeable
expansion in the range of experience required. The aim is to
reaffirm the goals of the P.R.4
rating, i.e. : to ensure that a
pilot has the necessary skills, experience
and
knowledge,
to
handle normal conditions at any
currently flown site, and to
make
informal
decisions
on
when, and when not to fly at
any site, and to make informed
decisions on when, and when not
to fly at any site. It is envisaged that the more challenging
sites, such as Mt. Buffalo, " will
carry this rating level.

Intermediate/Recreational:
As indicated above, this rating
takes
a
place
somewhere
between the present P. R. 2 and
P.R.3 levels. It is designed to
serve a dual purpose.
Firstly,
it will serve as a first rung on
the ladder for pilots wishing to
progress to the Advanced and
Masters' Ratings; and secondly,
it will form a useful base, on
which purely recreational pilots
can build their skills and experience, while not having to go
"all the way" to the next rating
level.
Although the skill level required
for this rating places it somewhere between the P.R.2 and
P.R.3 ratings, it is envisaged
that the range of experience required should be significantly
but
not
necessarily
"broader,
more in quantity, than for the
present P.R.3. The aim is to
allow holders of this rating to
fly their regular, local sites
without supervision, and to fly
other suitable sites with suitable
advice and supervision.
This
could be anything from simply
having the landing areas and local hazards pointed out by a
local pilot, to closer supervision
from a safety officer, depending
on the nature of the site and
the experience of the pilot concerned.
The idea is to have
this rating as the mark of a
competent, soaring pilot.
As
such it would represent a relevant and identifiable goal for
the new pilot. In fact "soaring"
could be a possible alternative
name for the rating.
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"Advanced" pilots do, in fact,
have the necessary level of airmanship to fly these sites safely. It is widely felt that the
provisions of the current P.R.4
do not guarantee anywhere near
the required range of experience.
I would personally like to see
this level retain its current
name, i.e. "Advanced", as this
would make things much easier
for local officials to accept the
change.
Masters:
This rating is basically designed
to "catch up" with the tremendous advances of the past six or
seven years.
As such, it will
provide further challenge to advanced pilots, more in line with
current flying trends.
It will
also provide a basis for a range
of professional endorsements, as
well as higher levels of other
endorsements.
As sites have
got no more difficult to fly
over the past six or seven
years, there seems little need
to rate any sites at this level.
Endorsements:

Space l lun ter a t the 1985
N.S. W. State Titles

The expanded experience requirements should help to help safety
officers and concerned local officials (like the rangers at Mt.
Buffalo), to make sure that all

At this stage, very little work
has been done on the subject of
endorsements, other than to design the rating structure for the
easy
incorportlon
of
them.
Some suggestions have been:
safety
officer,
Cross-country,
senior safety officer, instructor,
chief instructor, towing (land)
and towing (aero).
Perhaps
the
finished
system
could look something like this:-

Pilot Certificate~

1

Intermediate/l! tow (land)
Recreational
tow (aero)
safety office'

,1

Advanced--ecross country
senior
safety
officer
instructor
MasterScChief instructor
test/performing
/"stunt" pilot
altitude,
high
wave, etc.

The Log Book:

OWING

One of the principal features of
the proposed new system is that
its main emphasis is on tasks,
rather than arbitrary levels. To
accomplish this, the "rating task
check list" has been designed to
fit in with the log book. The
idea is that, on successfull y negoti ating a new skill, such as a
c rosswind launch, you si mply
make your nor mal log entry,
and then write down the date
in one of the boxes provided in
the "check list".
The "check list" thus fulfills a
Firstly, it forms a
dual role.
convenient and flexible means
of progression to the next rating level; and secondly, it provides a ready source of information for safety officers and
local pilots when advising visiting pilots and new pilots.
THE RATING SYSTEM AS PART
OF THE FUTURE
The new rating system has been
developed as an integral part of
our total safety system and, as
such, is designed to form part
of
a
co-ordinated
national
approach to safety.
As we
move on towards the staging of
the World Championships and
full Olympic status, as well as
continuing the exploration of
the boundaries of hang gliding,
the need for such an approach
is becoming more and more
vital.
The rapid development in hang
gliding over the past six years,
coupled with our relative inaction over that period, has produced a situation where the
changes
needed to bring
our
safety system into line with current flying trends may seem radical.
But this should not be
seen as an impediment, for the
longer we wait to make the
changes, the more radical they
will seem.
If we decide to ignore the need

to change now, we are faced
with stagnating and falling performances on the international
level, loss of interest and frustration from experienced pilots,
safety officers and instructors,
and, worst of all, declining
safety standards as more and
more pilots choose to by-pass
the system.

Aero towing has never really
seemed very practical for hang
gliders as early tugs were generally under powered and unable
to climb fast enough with glider
under tow.
During the past twelve (12)
months Air Borne have been developing both tugs and tow bridle
systems to suit aero towing.
Modern
day
technology
has
made available light weight high
powered engines, namely the
water-cooled
65
h.p.
Rotax,
which, with a suitable wing,
are able to tow hang gliders
aloft with climb rates of 800
ft./m in. plus.
The legal situation for aero towing is that an exemption must

be granted by D.O.A. to legally
allow aero towing.
Under Air
Navigation Rule 5 it is illegal
to tow anything behind an aircraft unless this exemption is
granted. I understand that the
exemption has been granted in
Western Australia.
We
have
incorporated
many
safety devices into the new
"system" which are in practice
now.
I intend to write a series of articles demonstrating the safe and
pleasant way to hang-glide using
a motorized hang glider as the
tow vehicle.
PART
Safety Devices:

If we do accept our responsibil-

ities, we will be giving ourselves an ideal springboard from
which we can move on to full y
exploit the advances offered us
by improved technology, pilot
skill and theoretical knowledge.
I therefore ask you to consider
the
revision
of
the
rating
system very carefully indeed.
Make your ~uggestions known to
both your State executive directly,
and
to
other
members
through SKYSAILOR. It's all up
to you.

As with car towing, the most
vital part of one's towing equipment is the "weak link".
We have found that each pilot
must have his or her own "weak
link" which is rated at 10 kg.
above that pilot's weight. This
means that the average 75 kg.
weight pilot would have a "weak
link" that would break at 85 kg.
A heavy pilot takes more power
to pull through the air, requiring a heavier "weak link".
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We must remember that the
"weak link" is our life line. It
is therefore not only for the
safety of the hang glider pilot
but for the tug pilot's safety as
well.
The tug pilot also has a "weak
link" at his end of the tow rope
which is 10 kg. stronger than
the strongest hang glider pilot
"weak link".
The tug release must be tested
to release easily at twice the
normal load, i.e. twice the line
tension of the strongest "weak
link". This · is very important so
that if all other safety features
fail the tug pilot has a reliable
release.
We have also incorporated a
"trip" release on the hang glider
so that if the pilot stumbles on
launch and drops the nose, the
rope
will
automatically
be
released.
This has just been a brief introduction of aero towing safety
and I shall follow this up in a
future article.

What could possibly make 10
hang glider pilots from all over
Australia lock themselves in a
hotel convention room for two
and a half days of a May weekend? The answer is of course,
to make plans, discuss policy
and decide on a multitude of
questions concerning hang glidIng and Its progress here in
Australia.
This is not meant to be a
deft'hative resuml§ of the convention but I do hope to convey to you, the member of a
state
association,
just
how
H.G.F.A fits in and what happens when we all get together.
believe that these annual
meetings of pilots' representatives is an essential part of
the administration of our wideThere
ly spread membership.
is
just
no
alternative
to
actually talking face to face
with people to get an understanding of the problems facing
various states.
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BRIGHT YOUNG ACCOUNTANT

Somewhere in Sydney there lurks an accountanttype hang glider pilot who always wanted to
serve on the H.G.F.A. Committee.
Does that
sound like you? At the May Convention, six of
the 7 Committee places were filled, but we are
missing a TREASURER.
If you have some
accounting skill (or are willing to learn a few
simple clerical procedures) AND want to be part
of the Committee responsible for the wellbeing and advancement of our beloved sport at
a National level, please ring Martyn (02) 290 3066 (work)
or Phil (02) 398 2902 (home)
Your country needs you!

The
convention
started
on
Friday with workshops and first
off the mark was Chris South
and
the
proposed
rating
scheme. It soon became apparent that the feeling around the
table was that none of the
states were in favour despite
the scheme being modified to
cater for some of the common
objections.
Later during the
convention it was decided that
the states would have three
months to come up with ideas
on
updating
our
existing
scheme. So all pilots worrying
about losing ratings, etc. can
relax.
Mind you I feel that
some of the ideas presented
have a great deal of merit and
they should be seriously considered by the states when they
meet again to consider this
matter.
Rick Duncan and Chris Brandon
braved the quarter by giving
those present the run down on
the Trike department.
The
newer two place trikes currently used for teaching and aero-

towing are currently wallowing
(flying?)
in
no-man's
sky.
A.N.O.
95.10 doesn't
cover
them because they are too
heavy and 95.25 covers 3 axis
control only. The general feeling was in favour of trikes
pilots being able to see the advantages In teaching and towing etc. However, there were
some
reservations
as
to
whether H.G.F.A. should really
get Involved and administer
trikes completely as they could
be a considerable load on the
administration
even
though
only a small percentage of
people
were
actually
using
them. Once again you as members of State Associations will
be
asked
to
consider
the
options presented to you by
your co-ordinator and vote accordingly.
Also In attendance on that
weekend behind some other
closed doors were the National
Competitions
Advisory
Committee
consisting
of
five

dynamic
pilots
who
were
waging all-out war on matters
pertaining to competitions with
considerable success. The general feeling of the H.G.F.A.
was that these smaller subcommittees really seem to be
able to achieve things without
getting bogged down.
This
committee has compiled several papers on "Model Rules
for Comps., World Competitions, local Rules, Competition
Guidelines and National ladder
format".
Craig Worth gave those present
a run down on how he saw the
World Comps., in 1988 and
intimated a shorfall in the
money available.
The 1987
Nationals will be combined
with the Classic and some 130
pilots (including 60 overseas)
will compete in an effort to
see how well Buffalo and officials will cope with the World's
and also get the National
Trophy off S.A.!!
Certification usually raises its
head at these conventions and
this year was no exception.
However, something more positive was decided upon and
Rick Duncan was nominated to
form a sub comittee to get a
test rig built.
The Safety Officer system was
another
hot
topic
which
bounced
around
the
table,
especially the liability if a
Safety Officer allowed a pilot
to fly who was not rated to
fly that site.
There were numerous other
smaller
issues
which
were
raised on this first day but by
6.00 p.m. we called it a day
and retired to the bar for
drinks and more lobbying.
In
fact many good points were
raised over a bar outside the
meeting and these were later
introduced to the rest of the
clan.
Sunday dawned and the formal
meeting got underway with the
presentation
of
reports,
questions,
replies etc.
The
whole day was occupied in discussions - some heated, others
quite amicable.
Ian jannan's
report was comprehensive and
raised some very important
questions
on
the
certified
instructor
and
his
role.

Because many certified instructors have allowed their accreditation to lapse, the whole
scheme is in danger of falling
into a big hole, unless something is done to address the
problems. So Ian is going to
get all instructors to wear
mini-skirts. Oops, sorry, no Ian is to set up a team of
pilots representing the states
to look at what can be done
to improve the system.
Chris South was commended on
his editorship of SKYSAILOR
- a task he is handing over to
Geoff
Martin
(Chris
taking
over Keiran's role as Safety
Director). Phil Mathewson will
become a part time employee
of H.G.F.A. and promises me
to be in the office at least
one day per week, (now I've
got him!).

proposals and not have to go
back to the states for ratification. As long as the states are
well briefed before-hand the coordinator should be able to
cast a meaningful vote on the
topics raised.
In conclusion I would like to
thank the executive for the
work they have put in over the
last year and I'm sure I speak
for all the states when I say
we support your efforts in
keeping hang gliding moving
Let's learn
forward in 1986.
from
this year's convention
and make the 1987 one the
best yet!

some
Martyn
Yeomans
has
good ideas for the next 12
months and it's going to be
all go before the World's in
1988, so all pilots had better
hand on for the ride!
Sunday night saw us dining at
a snappy Chinese Restaurant
in Dixon Street, before crashing a party at William White's
place to get the feel of the
local scene and write funny
little things on his wall!
Monday
morning
9.00
a.m.
sharp saw some sad looking
starting
into
cereal
sights
bowls, however we managed to
work up some energy for a
last three hour bash before we
were all talked out?
Looking back, I can see that
there was a sense of frustration expressed by some of the
H.G.F.A.
executive
in
the
apparent conservatism of the
States, especially in spending
money.
The executive wants
a more professional image for
H.G.F.A. and although I don't
disagree with that objective
there seems to be differing
opinions as to how to achieve
it. I feel that to make these
conventions as productive as
possible, considering we are
only together once a year,
every state and H.G.F.A. Executive member must be thoroughly prepared prior to the
meeting, so that we can really
come out with some concrete
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Tel: (065) 54 0416

'chute, and then plummet down
through the remainder of the
circling field, seeing how many
you can hi t on the way down.
Bonus points are scored for
opening and closing your 'chute
during the descent.
I understand that a leading official in
the Q.H.G.A. has the drop on
the others in the contest so
far.

if you can run the Compo this
year.
The Meet-Head will be
able to compete in the event
as a competition committee
vim decide the actual flying
tasks. As usual partial funding
will be available from N.S.W.
H.G.A.

Finally will all N.S.W. clubs,
small, large, formal and informal, please contact the N.S.W.
H.G.A.
Secretary
with
the
names and addresses of their
Club Officers, to enable her to
update the State records. Her
address is -

Any pilots wishing to lodge
comments . or site preferences
should do so now, either to Bob
or to any others in the N.S.W.H.G.A. Committee, to avoid the
situation that occurred last year
when much grumbling was heard
only after the site decision was
made. You have been warned!

C/- Suite 508,
Sport House,
157-161 Gloucester St.,
SYDNEY. N.S.W. 2000

Hi Gang!
Volunteers are required to run
the '86 N.S.W. State Titles.
Please contact competition supremo Bob Barnes at
Lot 1, The Lakes Way,
Pacific Palms.
N.S.W. 2428

The Stanwell Park Freestyle
Competition was finally completed recently with Rick Duncan taking home the major bikkies ahead of Danny Scott and
Steve Moyes. The usual wingovers, spins and spectacular
spot landings were much in
evidence.
On the subject of aerobatics,
our neighbours up north in Qld.
have started a new type of
competition, "Turkey Aerobatics". All that is required is a
rough thermally day, several
other flying gliders as targets,
and a large empty space between the ears. The aim of
the Compo is to circle up to
cloudbase, · invert and break the
glider by doing the worst manoe uvres .you can, deploy your

Fly High,
William White.
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Don't faint,
yes this
really is a report fro m
the Stanwell Park club.
As
the
new
secretary
for
the
club
I
hope
to be submitting a column
regularly.
Being
a
commun icatio ns
student I
recently had
to
choo ~e
a
cl ient
to
do
a
public
relations
exercise on. The Stanwell
Park cl ub ki ndly allowed
me
t.o
do
my
project
on them. We drew some
interesting conclusiorL.,C"od
the
club
adopted
one
of the proposed optiom
to resolve ther problems.
The
results
of
this
is
that
the
club,
in
the
fu lure
hopes
to
be able
to
offer
its
me mb ers much mor e .
be more
Meetings will
organised
with
planned
talks
or
slide
shows .
~e
are
also
hopeing
to arrange trips away. The
cl ub's
emphasis
will
be on the exchange of
information and alloll;ing
pilots
to
socialise
togther.
Our next meeting will
be
h eld
on
Sunday
6
July at 6 pm,
in the
CWA
Hall,
60
Railway
Cresen t
Stanwe 11
Park.
Refreshments
will
be
provided and a classic
hang glidi ng movi e vJill
be
shown.
Enterance
will be $1 . 00, to cover
the costs .

All
n ew
pilots
a nd
there families are more
than
we 1 come
to
come.
See you Lhere ...
Marisa
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Dear Ernie,
Well,
here I am in the land
of the big smoke. I have managed a few flights at Stanwell
and met some interesting characters also. I arrived at Stanwell on the day of the Freestyle Compo just in time to
see a very competant pilot
demonstrating a wing tip landing.
Quite clever I thought,
as he managed to put down only
a metre or two from "the
spot".
Although he received
a large round of applause for
the fancy landing,· I reckon the
broken leading edge spoilt the
effect.
As it happened, the compo had
to be called off due to lack of
wind.
Competitors and some
observers
including
yours
truly, adjourned to the park
down the bottom where I was
invited to join the locals in a
beer and barbecue.
It was here that I met a few
colourful characters from WollSomeone said,
ongong area.
"Did you know next week is
Irish week? A good excuse to
do something crazy".
"O.K."
said I, "I'll be in anything go-

"Right then, next Weding".
nesday we are going over the
Harbour Bridge". So what's so
special about that you may
ask, - we were going over the
top of the arch, that's what.
Arrangements were made for
me to meet the rest of the
gang (6 guys and 1 young lady)
on the Sydney Town Hall steps
at 9 p.m. Wednesday night. So
it was in drizzling rain that
we set off for pre-climbing,
nerve building drinks at an old
pub in the Rocks area.
After loading up with a fair
quantity of liquid courage plus
a few tinnies for a toast at
the top, we set off on foot.
On reaching the southern pylon
we found the place over-run
with
D.M.R.
workmen
who
were
resurfacing
the Cahill
Expressway.
So
over
the
bridge we walked to the north
western pylon owing to the
fact that the Cahill Expressway was closed, the traffic on
our side was, to say the least,
rather thick. Our problem was
to make the Initial climb unseen.
After waiting a while
we realised that whenever a
train passed, it blocked the
view from motorists, to our
ascent ladder. So it was that
each
time
a
train
came
through, a couple of us could
make a dash for it.
The
initial climb was a little tricky
as it was necessary to get past
sharpened iron spikes that were
obviously
designed
to
stop
people who didn't want to go
up anyway.
We all, bar one,
made it to the top, including
the young lady climber.

balancing tricks on top of a
small tower next to the flashing red light. It turned out to
be quite a fun night.
After
a
fairly
uneventful
descent, we hoofed it back
across the bridge to my car.
Then proceeded to the most
unusual little club I've ever
been in, known as "The Taxi
Club".
Jeez, there surp. is
some
unusual
cab-drivers
around
Sydney.
Not
what
you'd call the Freckles or Linneweber type at all!!
I left my climbing companions
at the club (they had missed
the Wollongong train and had
to wait till early morning for
the next one).
It sure was a night to remem-

ber for a long time.
Well, Ernie I guess I've bored
you long enough.
How's the organisation for the
Gillies Compo going, with October not too far away, I guess
there is a lot to be -done.
Quite a few guys at Stanwell
have been asking about our
Gillies site and I wouldn't be
surprised to see quite a few
southern fliers migrate north
this October.
Well that's about enough ramping from me,
be seeing ya.
Missile Maniac
Editor's Note:
Who the hell Is Ernie??

Boy, what a view!
We took
photos, sitting on the edge
with legs dangling and doing

COMPETITION REPORT
The Eungella compo for 1986 will be Sept. 27 to
Oct. 5. These dates take In the last week of
holidays for Queensland schools.
Prize money
should be about $5,000.00, which is paid out to
the first 10 place getters.
More details will
follow at a later date but this should help those
who have to book their annual leave early.
G. Etherton,
Ethel.
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WINTER

SouthernA
Hang Gfididg
Club

SPECIALS

A
Sky Systems Pod Harnesses .... only $350.00
complete with rucksack and Twistlock carabiner.
Top quality, won't fall apart after a few months.

This populilr in s li lul i nn
s ti I I meelS regularly un
the fir s t Tue sday of each

Cocoon Harnesses ............. only $250.00
with storage compartments and rucksack.
Various colours and sizes available.

mo nth .. . ... .
Wh ere you can ... . .
Corner a Safety Off i cer

Twistlock carabiners ....... the best

$15.00

XC Map Holders

only

$12.00

XC Glider Bags ........................ only
lightweight, strong, fully zipped.

$40.00

and get rat ed .
Ask adv i ce.
the l atest gossip.

Hea~

Have a good time.
.. . . . ALL AT THE 'ANCHOR

All the above in
delivery.

AND HOPE'. 481 CHAP EL ST.
RICHMOND(MELSOURNE) .

stock,

ready

for

immediate

. . . ON THE FIRST TUE SDAY
OF EACH MONTH.
SEE YOU IN THE ' SUGATTI

Contact ENTERPRISE WINGS PTY. LTD.
1/189 Parkes Street, Helensburgh. 2508.
NOW!!
or 'phone (042) 94 2052

ROOM' .

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
A meeting will be held at Newcastle on the 16th. June, to
elect a committee which will be
involved in the construction of
a test rig for glider certification.
Pc-odl....lcod
Hanq

by

Lho

St.a n"", e l l

Park

C lub.

Clldinq

The University of Newcastle
through
Richard
McWhinney
have made electronic equipment
and technical advice available.

-S ta nwclt P<JI'k history.
- Weathe r ('onditions
- Leqal

rf'QllirC'mcnLs.

- Requl<ltions.

- Take off infor{M tio n.
- SugqcsLcd

The H.G.F.A. has allocated five
thousand dollars ($5,000) towards
the construction of the proposed
rig.

\ and i nq approaches.

- Maps.

_ 1nfor-maliorl from Mar:quario Pass to Carie Beach.
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For more information about the
formation of the committee and
the venue
of the
meeting,
please contact me on :(049) 43 9599 during business
hours.
Rick Duncan

~M arket
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MOYES GTR 162

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)

Blue/white
good
condition
available for test fly - Stanwell Park.
$1,650.00

Good condition with mylar and rubber
on A-frame, new glider bag, harness as new plus helmet.
$750.00

Phone: (065) 72 4870
Dennis (042) 28 5204

Phone: Alex Paton (062) 41 6176 (home)
(062) 68 4374 (work)

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)
Rainbow sail with Moyes Cocoon, backpack harness. Excellent condition.
$1,250.00

"'' 11111111111111'
~ '''' I II'.:
IIlillii.. IIhj
11 Ii'

outh Wales

Phone: Scott Howell
(066) 42 6104 (home)
(066) 42 1929 (work)

SWIFT 160 P.R.3)

U.L.F.S. WEDGE 160 (P.R.1)

Red, orange and gold sail.
Excellent
condition.
Crisp,
tight,
unmarked
sail and original air frame, never
been stacked.

Excellent condition and trim.
Never
bent and in original condition due to
careful owner.
Also instrument pack
with Humminbird Vario and Altimeter,
plus apron harness.
The Lot - $1,000.00

Must be sold so make me an offer around
$700.00

Phone: Guy (02) 570 8635
Phone: Peter Gray (02) 868 1666 (b.h.)
(02) 85 3503 (a.h.)
MOYES MARS 180 (P.R.3)
GTR 162 (P.R.3)
Green L/E,
white mainsail,
special
gold U. S.
Faired tubing, speed bar,
V.B. Excellent condition.
Urgent sail - $1,500 O.N.O.
Phone:

Bernie (02) 648 5477 (b.h.)
(02) 799 4770 (a.h.)

REALISTIC 5 WATT, 40 CHANNEL C.B. RADIO
Latest, small size, model.
Digital
channel and battery strength display.
Hardly used at all, as new.
$190.00

Perfect condition - low hours. Rainbow
undersurface and mainsail.
Dark blue
leading edge.
Looks great in the air.
Phone: Paul on (049) 59 1296
(all hours)
G.T. 180 (P.R.3)
Green/yellow/ white.
With
cut and batton profile.
Speed bar.
$1,000.00 O.N.O.

GTR sail
V.B.
and

Phone: Ross (049) 49 8422

L. RUDDOCK VARIO/ALTIMETER

MOYES MAXI 3 (P.R.1)

Adjustable sink alarm, linearized altimeter - accurate to 20,000 ft. barometer,
ONE setting etc. etc.
More
details on request.
$520.00

Span

35.5 ft. Pilot wt. 140-200 lbs.
8.1
Speed 15-38 mph.
Condition
excellent.
Lime, blue, white.
Very
forgiving glider.
With good apron
harness.
Only - $300.00
LID

Phone: William (02) 65 7314
Phone: G. Holbut (043) 32 7596
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MAGIC III 177 (P.R.4)
Well used - suit heavier pilot. Speed
bar and aerodynamic upright/king post
$750.00

PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)
Light blue and white - flies excellent
$900.00
Phone: Andy (079) 79 2161

FOIL 165 (P.R.4)
MAGIC 4 166
heavy duty sailcloth.
Nearly new
Spe.e d bar and aerodynamic uprights/
king post.
$1,700.00

Red L/E
White T.S. Yellow and Blue
U.S. Aero foiled - everything + speed
bar. Great condition.
$2,350.00

MOYES & UNBRANDED HARNESSES (2) COCOON
Phone: Tim (Spring) (07) 205 3985
Best

offers

(with or without

'chute)
FOIL 155

Phone: Denis Cummings (065) 72 4747

11
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MOYES MEGA II 170 (P.R.1)
White mainsail, orange and brown wingtips.
Swivel X-bar.
Owner's manual,
batten pattern.
Spare upright, apron
harness. Size 6 helmet.
The Lot ~ $650.00 Neg.
Phone: Steve (03) 500 0664

Light blue L.E.
White T.S.
, Gold,
orange and red U. S.
Aerofoiled King
Post and Uprights.
One month new!
Excellent condition.
$2,250.0
Phone:

Mark (07) 205 6160

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
Dark blue and light blue.
Excellent
Condition. Tight sail. Includes patton profile.
Spare Down Tube,
P.A.
stirrup harness, swivelling cross bar
and mylar leading ege.
$800.00

E.F. 5 RIGIDWING 32'
I am after the best example of type.
I will pay top dollars for a top glider
Phone:

John Rutter
(03) 544 8433 Ext.288 (b.h.)
(03) 555 7913 (a.h.)

Phone: Derek Kennedy (07) 844 2038 (ah)
(07) 275 7690 (bh)
MOYES BACK PACK HARNESS & PARACHUTE
Never used Phone:

GTR 148 (P.R.4)
Dacron sail,
dark blue L/E, light
blue undersurface, speed box, excellent performer, good condition.
$1,800
MARS 1 50 ( P . R . 1 )
Lime green keel pocket and L/E, yellow
undersurface,
low
hours,
excellent
condition.
$1,200.00

$375.00

Andy (079) 79 2161

MAGIC III (P.R.3)
Sandwich sail, faired king post - blue
leading edge with rainbow under surface, speed bar and V.B.
This glider
is one year old and done only 15 hours.
Top condition.
$1,900 O.N.O.
Phone: Les McCrystal (07) 391 2485
!~!llllill
IIi::.:!
•.

I I,

Australia

MARS 1 90 ( P . R • 1 )

G.T.R. 175 V.G. (P.R.4)

Blue L/E, low hours, excellent condition.
$1,500.00

Blue surfcoat rainbow under - faired
uprights and King post. Speed bar.
$1,800.00

Phone:

Phone: Bill (08) 270 2032

Marie Tucker (07) 349 5853
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PROBE II 165 (P.R.3)
Whibewith blue leading edge.
Well looked after.
Low hours.
bar and spare uprights.

THe:

Speed
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$1,000.00.

Phone: Don Cameron (08) 296 6516

Co m o
O ur

n n d

6
A t:..

P.A. STIRRUP HARNESS

sec

rl c - x t

Jul y
L h e

r o r

yo u" Mc l r

rn e o L i n g
~L

'W i l ]

6. 0 0
h e. 1. J ,

C WA

b e

p m .
bO Rai Jway Crescnt.

Stdnwell park.

Complete with Windhaven 24ft. parachute
Harness is adjustable. Parachute has
been regularly repacked.

R e f r e s hm e n t, s

'oNi..ll

$200.00

Phone: Don Cameron (08) 296 6516

b e

Eve r yo n e

will

be served .

s h o wn.

is

w e l co m e !

En tera nce is $ 1 .00 to cover cost.s.

Wayn "Fanatic " Le e, Tall ows ,
.:Jyr on Bay
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Pilots bend gliders no matter how well
for a variety of conditions that most pilots would
they are designed. The Moyes G'l'R
~
never dream of finding _
in.
has the best performance and
~
q
By choosing GTR you get a proven
smoothest handling of any glider
17JC»......~ package of safety, performance
Q
and handling. It's also possible
we've ever created.
Above all the GTR is structurally certified
to have a lot of fun flying one.

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS 173 Bronte Road, Waverley_ 2024 Ph(02) 387 5114

